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AN APPRAISAL OF MANDATORY GRADE LABELLING 
IN CIL~ADA A..t.JD ITS POSSIBLE APPLICATION IN THE UNITED STATES 
CH. I INTRODUCTION 
A discussion of mandatory grade labelling of necessity begins 
by setting the stage on which t hi s controversial subject frolics as its 
advo cat es and opponent s appl aud and decry its relative merits ::..nd weak-
nesses . Grade labelling had its origin in the consumer movement. 
Everytni~g in marketing converges either directly or indirectly 
on the ultimate consumers - those who use goods and services f or the 
direct satisfaction of their wants, and it has been a long-established 
assum)tion that 11 the consumer is king. " However, by the nineteenth 
century, his reign had become very indirect, and there was little con-
cern for the interest of the consumer as such. The conception of laissez-
faire prevailed. It was felt that through competition in catering to the 
wishes of the market, the inefficient sellers were weeded out, and produc-
tion and distribution thereby controlled. 
In the last fifty to sixty years , hovrever, there have been 
fundamental changes weakening the power of the consumer and his importance 
as a controlli~g agency. Growth of the factory system of production 
catering to mass markets through mass production, along wi th the adoption 
of the corporate fo rm of organization, ha s led to a highl y specialized 
system of production, and consequently to a wi der gap betv1een producer s 
and ultimate users. Consumers are no longer familiar wi th methods of 
manufacture, nor do they deal with produc~rs on a personal basis. In an 
effort to develop wide markets f or efficient l arge scale production, manu-
facturers and di stributors have encour aged selling and advertising pressures 
of which the consumer ha s become increasingly aware and which have added 
to his confusion . Since the manufacturers, whoil.esalers, and retai l ers 
haYe a c'i.opted brand a vertising, an even greater confusion has developed 
in the mind of the consumer . As a result of the desire of manufacturers 
to cater to the multitudinous wishetl of their customer s , the number and 
variety of products have greatly increased . Scientific progress and 
extensive market research have led to the devel opment of new products 
many of them technical in na ture . The average consumer ha~ no knor l edge 
of technical details and must rely on advertising or on his deale r for 
guidance . 
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Let us add to the above difficulties the in..l-lerent characteristics 
of the consumer-seller r elationshi;J which place the consumer in an unfai-
vorable position as far as efficient purchasing is concerned . The consumer 
does not have the competence of rofessional buyers. This inefficiendy 
may be partly attri buted to confusion caused by modern sales promotion, 
but even more significant a re the basic causes of indiff erence and ca!'e-
lessness . The avera ge consumer m~~es no claim to be an ex ert buyer. 
Buyi ng is a secondary activity for him, and hence he cannot readily evaluate 
technical performance , quality, price , etc. On the other hand, the seller 
with whom the consumer must match wits is an expert who is seeking a profi t . 
Thus the consumer, with no precise measuring rod of his purchasing 
efficiency, such as the profit and loss sta tement which guides a firm's 
buyer , may reach for products on a purely emotional basis because he 
lacks training and assistance in buying. 
However, intere s t in consumer education and aid is at its high-
est peak in history now, and i ncreasi ng assistance is being given the 
consumer in solving problems of what to buy, where to buy, when to buy, 
and which qual i.ty is best in view of price. During the depression of the 
1930's, consuners began t o challenge distribution costs , ~·1hich were 
r i s i ng i n terms of selling prices , and out of t hese complaints evel o ed 
concr ete consumer assis t ance--g6vernment a gencie s and organi zations set 
up by manuf a cturers , distrli: but ors , and the consur.1ers themselve s . The 
movement gained i mpe tus more slowly i n Canada t han in t he Uni ted St a te s , 
but t her e i s now an acute consclliousfless of the pro blem in bo t h countries . 
The consumer movement actually appeared in several di ffer ent 
f orr s . Some people stressed consumer educa t i on and worked t o increase 
t he consumer ' s knowledge of health , safety, manufa.ctur ing IJr ocesses etc . 
St i l l others found f ault wi t h the exi sting system of distribution a.nd 
formed consumer cooi_Jera thres or a ttern t ed t o i m· rove t he exi sti ng 
system of busi ness mana -ement and to sti mulate ride in honest dealings 
and busi ness integr i t j' . Anot her group encour aged pr oduct resP. rch and 
~roduct evaluation . 
Mabel Tayl or Gragg * has outlined the s i x s t eps of evalu,~tion . 
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Cl a ssi ficati on of the units to be eval e1ated i s t he f i rst ste· , f ol l owed by 
a sel ection of qualities used as criteri a in judging the orth of the 
rorl.uct . These criteria must then be defined i n t erms which can be 
measured . The fourth step entails sam:;,>ling--how many and which units a.re 
to be eY .. a l!lined . Then measurements are actually made , &nd finally the 
r esults are transla ted to a usabl e f orm. This data may be reveal ed by 
means of informative l abell i..ng, bull eti ns , a .3vertisi ng, or qual i.. ty grede 
notation etc . Since quality grade notati on i s the subj ect of thi s thesis 
t he next stei) wil l be an anal ysis of the pr ocesse s of cla s si f i c tion, 
standa.rdization , SB.! Jpl ing, and me surement which prece C:e its a .)lie tion . 
The effec ti vene s s o:f: (~ uali ty grade l a bellinb o_ consu.r:1ers' g ods 
* see 10, charter--"The Proce ss of Ev l >..1 ,t i on . " 
is a subj ect of gr eat con.tr ove- sy in the Uni ter] States . I t i s b ue that 
org~'-1izat.ions f u r thering conSl1J:ler i nterests h::~'.'e cone gre:.:.t ;le:::tl 0'.7arc~ 
the estc. J_isb:J.ent of s t s.ndc.rds an0_ t _ c orL.;ar..i zation of g-.cading agencies , 
b ,_t the fe<'l.e::cel gover !!ment l.,_as not Jet passed bener<il. compul sory a a .e 
l abelling legi s l ation . On t he other -1~1.::1 , C2.-i1o.cb has ha:.':. Da11d::_to17 
grade l o.bel :Ling h:t'!S s i nce 1901. \Thether ~ similc.r pl ::m Yloul cl be feas i bl e 
i n the United States is inc1eer.~ ::m interestil-:g pro1Jlem, in vie'.-:r of t he 
he:::v-y opposition it hc.s enc01..mtered t o c'J::.1te . Th e contro.st i n met hods of 
t he tc!O cm.m.t ries offer s an :::.l most ideal s i tu..:.ti on f or r. comparative 
anal y · s of t he r el :::. ti ve meri t s of m.:u1da tor y vs . p r mi ssi Ye grade l a.b-
el lin;s . I n using the s cientif i c method of :::. test a.re::.t , of co~trse , it 
i s a.ssumed tho.t f ._ctor s infl ue:;.lCing the rec-.ction t o grc.c1e l c.i::. lling 
ar e t he s wne in t he t v.'o co1.Lt r i es ; th t is , thc.t r1 i ff rences i n t he 
economic e.nc~ p l i t i cal concli tions i n Canada a.nd t he United States are 
not Si gy,_ifice.nt enough to D~ feet the 8 rperiment . /'\_ ter ~- COJ1p:::.ri son 
under t1ese controlled conditions , t _e asS'll.LLtion i s r e .,oveo , a..d the 
fl.li:~i t -; of t 1.e concl usions ·:."hen t_le ci tl'..ation e_-'jproc..ches re:....li ty is 
testecl . 
It v;oul be -c:ise , first of 3.11 , t o e::w11ine the history of t-~e 
C::nL:.cl. i c.n re ~ula.tions a:.'ld to outline t" e e::dsting la~7s and the system 
of arJni n i str ?.t ion. 
I n 191S, a:r1 ac'inL1i st:cettive or .er set up st2.ndo.rds w. d r eq:J.ir ed 
grade l a.belling 1.mde:c t __ e Hec.t ond C&'1.ned Foods __ c t of 1907, e,.:.r1t'~ in 1925, 
these r equir ements ner e ,_ .. :-i t ten into t __ e Act . __ 19 22 amenO.n~nt set up 
requirements for cnn.ned f h :h e.n . s:hel l f is . St811c1e..r .s ;::ere set Ep f or 
e.l:L cD-nned fru i ts c.;.1.d veget abl es , d hyc~rated - ppl es a..'l.d blueber ries , 
de __ ~rCrate6. , e'!!apor c.ted, or dried veget[._bl es , f i ft e e:1 frozen fruits , and 
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t welve frozen vegetables . The grading of apples in 1901 was the first s tep 
in the standardi zation of fresh fr-dts and vegetables . Further categories 
u ere added under this Act until 19~3, '!'rhen another act '.-;as pass ed , requiring 
t he gr ade l abellin of all closed p~ .ckages of fresh fruits an.d vege t abl es. 
Grade l<::.belling of eggs for e:.q1ort rr,_.s made compulsory in 1918 a..l'ld for 
domes tic consunption in 1923 . Grades for dressed poul try were first set 
up i n 1928, the present regulations coming into effect in 1943. These 
grades are not mB.J.J.da tory everywhere, but are in ·widespread use . Grading 
of cru1.ned poultr y is comp1..llsory if the product i s sol d interprovincially 
or i s exported. Volu..Dtary beef standards have been set up ru1.d are accepted 
by most pa cker s . Cr eamery butter Llust be graded under most circumstrnces, 
e.nd also Canadian ChedEle.r cheese produced for export . I n 1931, gr ades for 
maple SU 0 ar e.nd mapl e SYJ."'llP rrere set down, but are not viidely nsed to-
day. Since 1934, the g-.cad.ing of honey in interprovinci al trade has been 
requi r ed . 
The Department of Agric1..uture of the Dominion Gover-nment 
acJ.ministers the above gradi ng regu~ations under the various acts vrhich 
pres cribe them - - the Dairy Industry Act, the Fruit, Vegetabl e, ru1.d 
Honey Act , the Lives tock a.nd Livestocli:: Products Act, the Meat 8l1d Canned 
FooCl.s Act , and the I11aple Sugar Industry Act . Ins pection is performed by 
r egi stered manufacturers t hemselves and checked by government inspectors . 
Persistent disagreement between processor s 2.nd inspectors may be settled 
in court, but only a few cases concen1ing canned fr-uits and vegetabl es 
have had to be settled in this manner . 
Also significa..'1t i s a discussion of the many attempts to 
establish mandator y gTade l abellli>g l egi s l ation i n the United States, 
2:nd the reasons f or their fail ure , for from such an a..11alysi s we may 
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glean frui tft.:tl i nformation which will aff ect conc l usions r egardi ng the 
probr.bl e effectiveness of such regulations i n this country . 
The first signi ficant controversy ar ose 011er a proposed 
mandatory grade l .belling provision for the N.R. A. codes of f air 
competition . The pl e..n , supported by the Consumers ' A<lvisory Board of 
the N.R . A. an d other groups interested in consumer protection, was 
opposed by the National Car..ners' Associ a tion, the Associated Grocery 
fula_rmf a cturers of America , the National Wholesale Grocers ' Association , 
other trade orgru1i zations , advertis i ng agencies, trade magazL~es , etc . 
The code was a ccepted condition n.lly without t he proposal , and finally 
t he ca_~ing industry suggested descriptive l abelling as an alteYna tive, 
which government official s , in turn , di d not ac cept . I n May 1935, the 
code was vJi thdrnxm , a l ong ;;,ri th the National Industrial "Recovery Act. 
I n 1933, the outmoded Federal Food and Drug Act v;as brou;:!;ht 
forvrar d , an d the grading issue arose i n a nen setting . Some legis l o.tors 
sou ght to fix quality st<:mdo.rds f or foo ds , but producers successfully 
opposed the proposal. 
During World ~~;;._r II, D. third controversy wa.s precipitated by 
t he Off i ce of Price Aclmini stro.tion regulations regarding g:cading of 
consumers ' goods . This policy vvas i nitiated in order to mai ntain price 
ceilings. When it '.mS extended to canned goods , opposition arose , 
and finally the i ssue r eached Congres s. Heari ngs v:ere hel d , and quality 
grade l abelling nas discontinued a s a Vfartime price control measure . 
\' e may cons i der as f urther test ca ses the extent of u se and 
efficiency of present federal permi ssive standards , the succes s vrith 
which s tate governments have e s t ablished m.sn datory gr ade l a bel lin g, and 
the reaction of illnerican manufa cturers LTadi ng products sold in t he 
Canadian market . 
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Fith the above f e.ctm:.l s ·etc 1es in m::_nd, t1e reader ·rill be 
a . le to consi der t e mc..in preble!.~ . The resentE!.tion of ea ch point for 
and ag i ns t ma.11de.t ory grade l bell ing in t he Un i terl States Viill be 
nulyzed i n vie o actual re~ctions eJ~erienced i n Canada . Then the 
control f actor in t he C ~aci::.n test ce.se ~7ill be l ifted an a fine.l 
deci sion r eac _eci in the light of actud olitical a.11d econoni co _di tions . 
This concl usion will be based on a consider ation of severa l i mportant 
que s t ions . · 
1'Te m s t ask if cons u, er s r eall y need , u t , an· use -H-S-e- infor -
m~tion based on standardi zation of the goods t hey buy, i f gr~de l abelling 
i s the mos t eff ecti,.re method of statine t hi s informati on, i f the ABC 
gra.ding method i s the best , if grade l abelling i s practicabl e ( and if so , 
fo r 'tha t goods) , if i t will affect quality, i f i t will affect price , if it 
rdll destroy r ru1ds and ~dvertising or enefit producers , an if it ~rill 
de t r o"'' com e ti tion . 
Then yre must decide i f l abelling _ust be mandatory r ather t ha:fl 
per missive . lould i t entail costl y supervision g.nd enforcement ? Could 
i t be effecti vely administered? lould r egulati ons be hindered by 
po itica l schemes on t e p3.rt of op onents of the ple.n ? Above a1l , 
7ovld mand::.t or y regul ation concen trate too· much pouer i n the government 
a:fld destroy f ree enterprise? 
The f i nal ste i nvol ves an eva l uati on of the vali i ty o the 
t est cases in actual circurns tances . .f!..:re the conditions lmder -;hich the 
Americ~11 tes t cases vrere devel oped si:ni l a r to condi t i ons lmder -.-.-hich 
ro 11dutory grade l a bel "ng -:-rou.ld be introduced ? Ho.y -.-:-e automatically 
acce t the Can adian experie ce cithout qualifica t ion i n ar rivin g a t 
conclusions vdt h r espect to the proposed ~~erican re~ulations? 
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From the foregoing a..nalysis conclusion s may be drawn regarding 
t e effectiveness of Cu..nadia..n me _d · tory grade 1 .:;. elling anc~ t __ e probable 
effectivenes s of a s i mi l ar syst.en in t _e United States . 
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II THE CONSUM~R M.OVE1'1ENT 
In the preceding introductory remarks it was pointed out t hat 
the consumer movement lies at the base of the trend towards grade l a belling 
in the last t hirty years. Perhaps it would be wi se to devote some atten-
tion to the circumstanees which nour ished this movement, the problems it 
sought to mitigate, the solutions it of f ered, and the agencies ~hich grew 
up to eff ect these recomme ndations . 
A. Backgratmd of the movement: 
In the earliest economy, the household was a self-sufficient 
unit. The husban4gathered food f rom field and forest , and the provision 
of clothing was one of the chore s of the female members of t he fa'-!1ily . 
Each home was an isolated economic unit in which all needs were supplied 
in a crude manner, and the standard of living was comparati~ely low. 
Those who used t he goods produced them when required and in the style 
required, and the determination of the market was consequently no 
pr oblem. 
Out of this domestic system slowly arose the system of speciali-
zation. Fi rst men realized that a house could be more efficiently erected 
if all the men in the co~munity helped. Later they would be repai d in a 
similar manner. Modern illustr ations of this idea are t he country--- barn-
r aising and co-operative harvest ing . A second development involved t he 
barteri ng process. It became evident that one man's land might be more 
sui t able for the cultivation of wheat, and another's for pasture . Could 
not the men exchange the products of t heir l abor and l and such tha t both 
would t hus ultimately receive a greater product t hr ough a wiser applica-
tion of their combined resources? Adam Smith cla imed t ha t out of man's 
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natur al "propensity to bart er" * gre VJ specializa t i on and div-ision of 
l abor. Per haps a better cause is the "power of exchange ." ¥- * Though 
hi s expl ana tion of the cause of t he process seems ina.dequate , Smith's 
view of the results had all-importe.nt i nplications: 
"The greatest i mprovement in t he productive power s of l abor , and the 
grea ter part of t he skill, dext erity, and judgement with which it is 
any>vher e directed, or applied, seem to have been the eff ects of t he 
division of labor. " * * * 
Smi t h's economic analysis of div-ision of labor re f lects t he earlier philo-
sophical approach of the Greeks, although t hey attributed specialization 
to the inequality of men. 
The society of the feudal village of t he media eval age pr e sents 
the next s t a ge of t he manuf acturing process . Functions of the providers 
became still further divided . A miller ground the flour; each little 
village had a shoemaker; some men were shepherds. Within these little 
communities exchange wa s still founded on barter , yet on t his basis men 
realized a greater net return from t heir ovm eff orts . Contact bet vJeen 
producer and user was direct, and production still merely met specif ic 
demands. 
Now bartering entailed definitions of value , which in turn 
wer e the springboar d from which classical economi sts plunged into the 
study of economics as a study apart from philosophy - a science of the 
application of relatively scarce r e sources to t he many wants and needs 
of men. Money eventually became the medium through which val ue wa s 
expr essed and with which trade could be carried on. Real income wa s 
now dependent both on money income and upon the effi ciency with which 
* ll, p.2l 6 
* * 11, p . 216 
* * * 11, p . 216 
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purcha es were made . Thus t he import ance of v1i d.e buyi ng was realized. 
Soon trade within each country became more widesprea.r1 , and as the extent 
of the market increased, Haney points out, the occasion f or division of 
labor and specialization increased. * Men of different trades formed 
guilds to eliminate unfair competition and establish standards of per-
form&.nce and production. This was actually the first step in t he protec-
tion of the consumer, although what was intended was merely protection 
of special producers and traders. 
Changes i n philosophy and science wrought the mira cle of the 
following century. In the first pl ace , the chur ch finally co ndoned 
trade and the standards of trad.esmen, whom -it had once condemned on the 
basis of profits reaped by middlemen, money lenders 5 etc. Secondly, the 
Industrial Revolution of 1750 to 1830 was the preface to a new volume in 
the story of production, and "the heightened t empo of indus t r ial change 
begun in the eighteenth century has continued ever since. 11 :~£ * 
England wa s ready. for the chan.::;e. She had organi zed capital; 
her natural resources encouraged i ndustry; her go7ermnent was favorable 
t o business; her trade wa s wi despread. In this set ting, inventions 
piled one upon the other , and reciprocal advauta ges were f elt among the 
industr ies of the count ry. * * * 
At the Sl!I.IJle time , transportation facilitie s were much i mproved, 
and colo!".ial expansion spread . Thus an extension of t he market accompani ed 
t he greater productivity made possible by specialization, and a gr eat r 
separation of buyer and manufacturer ensued . This princi ple of 
special ization was applied to men, to ma.chines , to f actories , citi es, and 
* 11, p.216 
* * 12, p . 304 
~ * ¥.: a brief di scussion of these contributi ons may be fo und in 
12, pp. J04 - 8 . 
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even countries. ( In the mercantile period , colonies pro0uced r aw materi&ls 
and cl.id onl y pri mary processing whereas the. mother country specialized in the 
l atter stages of production.) 
No special effort was made to protect the consumer a t thi s time , 
nor was any cons ciou s di rection given the econorny in order to derive the 
greatest possible procl_uct from given resour ces and thereby enjoy the 
highe st possi ble standard of li iliine. People believed in Adam Stfti th ' s 
"natur al law." This l aw expl ained t hat if everyone acted in such a way 
a s t o further his own interest , the greates t good f or all woul d re sult. 
If more people wanted a good, demand f or that good would increase, and 
t herefor e its price . A corresponding increase in supply through expanded 
pr oduction would follow. In a s imilar manner , inefficient producers would 
be eliminated. Thus the flow of i nvestment into industries would be 
controlled automati cally, In laissez-faire, a hidden hand thus regulated 
the whole economic process and was trusted to bring the greatest benefits 
to producers and consumers ali~e. 
After the Industrial Revolution got under way, progress was 
directed towards i mprovements in productive t echniques, such that 
production economies could be eventually passed on to the buyer. Wi th 
t hese i mprovements , supply eventually exceeded demand to such an extent 
that some means had to be found to st:immlate consumer demand f or old 
products and create demand f or new products so t hat the standard of 
living would ri se to a level justi fied by t he new techni ques. This was 
especially true in the depression period, when supply was increa sing and 
diemand was falling due to l a ck of purchasing power. With this wi dened 
demand, present machinery and plant space could be fully exploited, and 
mass production would be possible. Wide circulation of na tional magazines, 
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the intensive coverage of national radio network;s , the widespr ead 
circul ation of moving pi ctures , the increased use of automobiles, aero-
pl anes, trains , etc. , and better roads all contributed to the growth and 
integration of the market and the consequent mass economi es of t he new 
manufa cturing system . 
Manufacturers , pre s sed by ever-increasing competition, began 
to "push" i their product through the market by developing intricate 
systems of control over, and aid to, the agents compris i ng their choserl 
channels of di st r i bution--sal es f orce, wholesalers and su~ply houses, 
dealers , etc., and, at the same time , to 11pull11 goods through these 
channels by means of sales promotion aimed at the consumer--newspaper 
and magaz i ne advertisements , r adi o commercials, direct mail , etc. Imp-
~roved communications encour~ged this trend. 
Advertising was a relatively new commercial game at t his time, 
and t he consumer still reaped benef its from the profits which accrued 
through increased output, fuller utili zation of pl ant capacity, fewer 
labor hours per unit of product, greater variety, stabilized prices, 
etc. However, t he new produ -:tive system entai led a great rise in 
distr ibution costs--marketing and promotion, and these did not become 
t he subj ect of intensive analysis until the depression of t he 1930' s , 
when competition increased due to the diminishing purchasing power of 
consumers--competition not only between producers, but between industries, 
areas, and even countriest Then the burdened buyers began to complain 
of higher prices and to realize that they were largely due to dispro-
portionately l ar ge selling costs, which were offsetting the trend towards 
* see 14, p.402 for further explanation. 
the higher standar d of livi ng. * Consumers sat up and took notice, 
and hence our s tor y begi ns. 
B. Problems of consumers 
The economie system which existed in the 1930's when the 
consumer movement was born wa s actually based on the premise of "caveat 
emptor"---"let the buyer beware." Perhaps Stuart Chase, one of the 
earliest writers of the consumer school, has phrased the problem most 
aptly and has outlined the ultimate aims of the movement mo s t accurately: 
"We are all Alices in a Wonderland of conflicting claims , bright 
promises, fancy packages, soaring words , and almost i npenetrable 
ignorance. It is the J. ur1)ose of t his book to explore that Wonder-
land and perhaps to indic~te a path which may lead out of it--if 
and vhen i t s glamor, its romance begin to fade." * * 
The fiTst step in the analysis, therefore, is a clear definition of the 
problems faced by consumers a s they are subjected to ··the modern-day 
barrage of sales promotion and are forced to choose from a growing array 
of products on an emotional or price basis alone. 
In the first place, industri al speci alization has meant a 
growing division between the ultimate consumer and the producer. The 
business relationship of necessity becomes more indirect , and new elements 
of business organization are interjected between the t wo primary groups 
in order to facilitate the distribution of the product and reflect the 
dem~~ds of the consumer. The consumer no longer knows the people who 
produce the goods he uses noTthe methods of manufactur e they employ, and 
he is forced to rely upon the recommendations of influenced intermediaries 
and upon high-flying advertising when he seeks t o learn t he r eputation 
of manufacturers and the characteristics of the processes they use . The 
* f or a discussion of this co pl aint, see 16 . 
* * 3, • 2 
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reverse relationship may also be harmful , f or producers may not guage con-
sumer desires a s a ccur ately as might be possible through mor e direct 
contact. 
Specialization and scientific progress- have led to a growing 
nwnber of new products wi t h which the buyers have had little or no experience. 
With the increased number, choice becomes exceedingly difficult, 1:1nd even 
when a decision in favor of one make has been made by the consumer, he may 
find it unavailable in many outlets, for reta~lers could not possi bly 
stock all the numerous varia tions of each product class they carry. Many 
of the new products are technical in nature, d.nd consu.mers are not able to 
devote time necessary for r a tional buying to the intensive study of their 
construetion. The buying public today is absorbing a l a r ge number of 
television sets of all ma.kes which are being pumped on the market; the 
buyers, however, have an insignificant knowledge of the mechani cal good 
they are purchasing. New materials, too, have added to the conf usion of 
the consumer buyer and have made it hard for him to co~pare quality. 
Many products in themselves have hidden qualities which cannot 
be readily assessed by the consumer. This problem has been further 
aggravated by the packaging of individual units of the product. Packaging 
has been the result of a recognition of convenience , value, the need for 
better protection of the product, the development of more eff ective 
packaging materials , the rise of the sel£'-service store, and the ease with 
which packaged goods may be branded. 
Fourthly, the division of l abor in distribution means tha t in-
experienced buyers are met in many cases by well-trained, special i zed 
sales clerks whose primary duty is to sell. Consumers l a ck t ime and know-
ledge to compete effectively with these experts. The housewife who shops 
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fo r groceries on a Friday afternoon is performing only one of the many 
tasks i nvolved in the competent management of her home . · It would be 
di fficult indeed to train the consumer to buy on as scientific a basis 
a s that on which sellers oper .g.te, fo r the latt er are guided by a de-
tailed financial measure of their success. 
In an effort to increase demand in a 11 buyerst market,n produ¢-
cers have exploited the consumers ' emotions through advertising. Custom-
made, fashion-made , and i mitative wants have been stimulated, and 
producer-made want s added * by appealing to the consumers' feelings: * * 
I PERSONAL : 
A. Individual: 
Appetite and taste, success and power, possession, wealth and 
independence , beauty, cleanliness, heal~h, comfort, play, fear 
and avoidance . 
B. Social: 
Popularity, sex, mating, and parental emotions, rivalry, 
domination and submission, conformity and distinction, socia~i-
bility and hospital ity, coopera tion and altrui stn ~. 
II OBJECTIVE: 
Quality and s i ze, beauty and appearance, price , pres tige and 
age of business, recommendations and testimoni als. 
Much advertising i s not informative, and a l arge percentage of promotional 
te chniques used today are based on commerci alized emotion. 
Although some advertising actually adds t o the total marke t and 
leads to greater pr oducti on, lower unit costs , and lower prices for t he 
* for further discussion see 9, Ch. 5 to 11 
* * 9, p . 203 
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consu.mer, * advertising may add to price wi thout ser vi ng much use . Much 
advertising is misdirected , s i nce promotional strategy is a relatively new 
science , and the ar t from which i t is being derived cannot be mastered by 
all. Much advertising i s also primarily com.Jeti tive within the product 
line . Now the consumer reali zes no gain when manufacturers of a similar 
product merely strive to gain a l arger relat i ve share of the market . Out 
of the nature of competitive advertising and the modern trend towards 
packaging arises perhaps one of the greatest problems of consumers--- that 
of branding, for branding creates a type of monopoly for each producer 
and increases t he number of products on the market still further . Not 
only is today' s consumer faced with the problem of choosing beb1een silk 
and cotton. Ne w products such as nylon and rayon have been introduced, 
and brands of each fabric have further complicated the buyer 's choice. 
Of course, brand advertising forces the consumer t o bow even lo'!ler in 
submission to t he producers' and distributors' will. 
C. Possible solutions 
What can be done for the consumer in the light of the above 
situation ? Many possible opportunitie s to help him have been suggested, 
and it would be wise t o consider these recommendations , which can be 
divided i nto three groups - - - measure s pertaining to educa t ion, regul ation 
and general business policies. 
Proponents of educational measures feel that the consumer 
problem can be adequately met by well-informed buyers who have been 
taught how t o evaluate qual i ty of products in the light of price and of use 
to which they vdll be put, how to withstand unsound selling appeals , and 
how~est ) care for and use the goods they choose. A wi se buying public 
* see 1 for more inf ormation. 
would mitigate the dangers of i nequality bet·11: een consumer and seller . 
The government , producers, wholesalers, retailers, teacher s , home 
economi sts , other l ec t urers and demonstrators, etc , can reach s tudents , 
members of women ' s organi zati ons , store custo~ers , e t c. through ad-
vertising and editorial material in magazines, newspapers , bulletins , 
I 
pamphlets , consumer dicti onaries and manuals conta i ning def initions of 
product qualitie s , inf ormative lRbels , and radi o progrruns---and through 
mo,ries , dis lays , demonstrations , conversations, l ectures , com;>ar ative 
tests , and other illustrative material. K Thus buyers coul d obtain 
i nformation regarding price , quality , care , and use of goods , sizes of 
contai ners ,etc. 
Regulatory measures may be either voluntary or compul sory, 
but the purpose of either is to control quality of goods according to 
standar ds l a id down by the regulating body; which may be f ederal or 
state gover~~ents , trade associations , better business bureaus, or 
individual producers , distributors, and retailers. This entails the 
development of identifying classifications for goods and the promotion 
of t heir common and honest use. Of course , we can easily see t hat 
so~e products are much more adaptable to t his control than others whose 
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value cannot be determined objectively. The prevention of the manufactu~e 
and sal e of harmful an fraudul ent merchandise also f alls under this 
heading and should be covered by mandatory regula tions which a t least 
set the lowast acceptable quality standard. Of course all such regu-
l atory measures, which i nclude grade l abelling, are not effective unless 
the standar ds are clearly ex l ained to consumers through some t ype of 
educational program. 
* for a discussion of t he above see 7. 
A third suggesti on ha.s been a gradual r eadjustment of 
business policies . i::li.Jnplification of produ ct lines would make selec-
tion easier by limiting the product classifications discussed above , 
but economies t hus rea1i zed mi ght be offset by a l oss in produ t 
suitr. bility. A second policy recommendation is the SU))ort of b~sie 
product improvement rather than at.. product evaluation, for an indi-
cation of merit is of no value if the product is not satisfactory. 
Private enterprise must undertake the majority of this work by conduct 
ting l ab tes t s , consumer surveys, and studies of product performar_ce 
under conditions of actual use . The third pl n is a general one---
the furtherance of all movements that tend toward improvement of 
business management and growth of pride and int egri t;-{ in business 
dealings . Tht.s benefits the consumer i mmediately and the producer 
ul tin:a tely. * 
D. Growth of consumer agencies 
With the above pro blen;s to face and the recon!I!lenda.tions we 
have outlined in mind, consumer a gencies be gan to grow throughout the 
country in order to rai se the standard of living of the consumer by 
gbring him a clear insi ght into his needs and wants and by helping him 
satisfy them. J. Philip Wernette, in "Some No tes on t he Consumer 
Movement" (15), has adequately arra.nged growth f actors chronologically, 
and we would profit from an examination of a condensat ion of his 
outline. 
Early developments were general in nature. In 18~5 , the 
first consumer cooperatives in t he United States began, and in 1860 , 
t he Grange movement was founded and adopted the consumer eooperative 
* a discussion of r egulatory and policy recommendations may be found 
in 10, p . 81 - 84 
approach . The Sherman .Anta. trust Act of 1890 i"la.s i n tended to furni s h 
some protection to consuners y f orbiddL.g m no oli e s , com ine.ti ons, or 
conspir a Cies in r estraint of trade . The 190 6 Federal Food and Drug 
Lav -:-·as ene.c tecl to protect consu.JJlers ~t:;ainst poisonou s fooc s a.n dr ugs . 
I n 1908, the P..rne ricE!.D Home Economics Associ ati on 1.7 .s fo rmed , .. ith 
emphasi s pl a ced on better home- maldng, and by 1912 GOOD HOUoEKt;}';;PING 
had set up i ts certifica tion s ervice and Sec..rs , Roebuck e.nd Company 
vrere enployin g a merchandi se testing lG.b . In 1914 , the Fe 1 er al Trade 
Connni ssion vras set up . It directl~7 r o-t.ected me.nufLct urers and trades-
men age.i ns t unfa ir co::npeti tion and thus [; ..... ve indir ect .s..ssiste.nce to 
co!1surn er~ . The Clayton Act expanded the pr ovi sion') of t e Shermn.n /l..nti-
t rus t Act. I n 1919 , t he A.mericr..n Home Economics As sociation establis :ed 
a te -til e standar ds contDit,tee to set up textil e s tcndar ds and promote 
conslm1er educati on concerning their u se . The Bureau of Home .wconomics 
7e..s organized i n 1923 il1. the United St tes Department of Agric llture t o 
c2.rry on rese2.r ch and consumer edu ca t ion , nnd in 1925 the Jl..rnerican Ga s 
As so ci a tion bege.n t o provide s tandards for gas appli~nc es . I n 1927, 
t he Federal Government offer ecl f acili ties for gr ading mee.ts . R. H. ~A c: cy 
and Company I ncorpor a ted e s t e.blished a testing bureau a..nd i7a s fo11o ,,ed 
by otber s tores . By 1928, the N-:1tion .1 Rete.il Dr y Goods Associc.tion 
had e s tc:.b1 i s her a f abrics test ing bur eau 1"1:1 ich r:: .s c. vail a bl e fo r use by 
dep.:trtr.J en t s tore s , m2.nnf e.ctnr ers , and other s . 
YO"U.tt I':10! EY 1S ~ rOH.TH by Stuart Chase and F.H. Schli n obt e.ined 
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ride circul .s.t ion i n 1 28 , and may well be cons-idered the s tep by v1hich 
constmer s t hems el res be :;t::.n t o t ake an act ive pz;.rt in t heir o w11 protection 
throu~h i ndependen t enc goverr1ment arencies . In 1929 , Consmners ' _ e search 
I ncorporc:.ted wc.s or ganized---lr,rgely as a result of the i mpo.ct of t .i s book . 
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T_ e lune-. ice.:1 Home Economi cs Associ a tion became affiliated -Ti th t he 
Amer i co...11. St e..:.fJ. rlards As s o cia t i <Y _, -:;hich had previous l y confi ned i t s 1 ark 
to indus trial goods . I n 1933, conmuner s r;ere fir s t r ecogni ze in the 
f or mul:J.t i on of t he economic policies of t he cot.mtry . A Con sumers ' 
Advisor y Boar d vias set up under t he na t ional I n -u s tri a l RecoYer y ' ct, 
an d pr otecte t he consu;ner inter est i n t .e e.:olas of f air com~ eti t i on 
dr r.fted f or the connt ry ' s i ndu, tries . Its Conunittee on Conswner 
St~1dards advoca t ed t he fo rrrnu a t ion and greater us e of s t o...11.dar ds on 
consn1ner mer e_ m1di s e . T 1e Con~m:ner 1 s Counsel Divis i on '.'Ta.S se -c, u 
undei' the Agricultur al Adjustment Act t o protec t conSlJ.:Qer s in i t s 
admini s tra t i on . It publis hed a bi-weekly CONSU11lli ' S GUIDE. In 1934, 
the Consumers 1 Di iris i on of t he National Emergellcy Council began func-
tioning a s a n tional cleo.ring hou e for cons111ner i nfo1.. a tion , co-
or di na t e< the :vork of various feder l agencies in the field of consumer 
problems , a cted. a s a link bet;:"Teen gover nment a~encies a.nd t he consumer s 
t enselves , and inter~ r e t ed l egi s l a t i on :1...1 ~ o·Ler action in terms of 
l occ.l s itnat ions . I t also publi shed CONSUBE.H. NOTES . I n 1935 , t he 
Consnmr,r s 1 Divis i on of -t, __ e H3.t i onal :H.ecovery Admi n i s tration repl a ced 
f or mer t onsumer a o:encies of t he N .R~ .. A. and N.E.C. La ter t he r epr esen-
t a tion of conSl.'.c er s . .,.. s shifte t o t he Dep c::.rtment of Labor a s t __ e 
Con sw11ers ' Pr oj ect, and su bseque:1t l y to t he Con sun1er s 1 ·~ ouns el Divis ion 
of the A. A. A. a s t he Consumer Sten da r ds Proj ect , which conduc te r esec.r ch 
and edu ca t i on . 
The Consumer s Union Tias e s t c..blished by some former officers and 
"had 
employees of Con , 1uner s ' Res e:::.Tch I n corporated . By 19-4.2 , me!'lbers __ il rea ched 
II 
fifty thous and . ~ I n 1936, Marquis Child ' s SWEDEN , {1; · IJIDDL E WAY w s 
~ see 32 f or exs~ple of its pu lica t i on . 
'ras publ i shed c...nd stir.ml .::ten i nter8s t in con.su:.1er cooper c,ti ves , and 
to ::_Jr omo··e their organi ?;9.tion, Ed . A. :Tile~ e s e t up t he Consumer 
Di str ibution Cor~ oration . The A. S . A. set up an Advisory Committee on 
Ul · iM:J. e C n s 1:.1e ~ s 1 Goods . The de!nocr:::.tic l c.t_ r n incl ude conswner 
protection . The · d;·::J.ini str ation ent a com.rni ssion to Europe to s tudy 
consumer cooper atives , :::.nd its f indings were published in 1937. I n 
t hi s ye" r a l so , theF . 'r . c . introduced rul es r eg-o.rding t extiles and 
f urs , an the Cons11.11ers 1 Counsel of the Bitu.rninous Coo.l Commi ssion 
1as establis ed y Congress ---t he f irs t cons1.mer boo.y to be s et u 
by congr essi onal a ction. The 1rationo.l Consum.e·r - Reta i l er Rel&.tions 
C01mcil vas formed --the f irst body e stc.blis_1ed by the t wo groups on 
an equal ba s i s . Its menbership of na tional s s ociutions of consumer s 
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and r e t a ilers i ncluded the A.meri cr:m Associc.;.t i on of University ·omen , 
General Feder a tion of \ omen ' s Clubs , :American Home Economics As sociation, : 
N . R. D. G. A, lunerica:n Retail Feder atio_ , Jationo.l Association of Better 
Bu.s i ness Bureaus , etc. It sti mulated i nterest i n consumer st~1dc..rds , and 
promoted the use of 1.m:!.fo· . descriptive t erminol ogy, infor mc..ti ve l abelling, 
truthful and fc..ct 1al inforillc.tion i n advert i sin[ , informo:t.i ve s al e ·roan-
shi p , and codes of business ethics . 
In 1938, Stephens Col lege, Colum ic.. , Mo ., establ ished i ts 
I nst,it,lt.e fo:c~ Con sun er Edu ce.ti on . Michige.n s et u.::_J the fi r st s tate 
con sumer depal~trnent. The '_eeler -Lea FJ.1en c1ments to the F.T . C. Act 
enl a r ged its po11er t o protect the consumer, and Congress passed t he 
i mproved Feder al Foo , rua , anQ Cos~etic Act . The Gener al Feder~tion 
of '. omen ' s Clubs e s t ablished a department of consume:;~ education . In 
1939, the National Associe.tion of Better Busin ess Bureaus sponsored the 
firs t i !npor t&nt confere~!ce devoted e. tirel J t o a di s cussion of business--
cons1..c.ri1er rel ations . ( Busi ness - Consu'Jer ReL .. i ons Con£' ~renee on A ver-
t i sing and Selling Pra ctices i n the Financial , Merchan i s e , and Service 
F'iel r:.s of Business .) I n l 9L1-0 , t _,e 1/~ool Products L:1belling Ac t became 
effective , and in 191+2 , the Council of Org.:-nized Consur!l.ers , a f derc.tion 
of loc:1l, ecri onal , and national cons~ uJer o-oups , rms or~~~.ni;>;ed a t t.1e 
ru'Ln 1?.1 confer en ce of Consur1er s Union to carry on info .. ::.:t i o 12-l Yiorl< , 
c_ i efly throuz _ a . onth~y Julletin , concerninG the pr omotion of 
consu_-ner educe.tion pr o j ec ·us . 
y t he ec.· l y 1940 ' s, therefore , groullS insi de 1:111-~ outsi e the 
·overmnent , inc_udil1g m211~' p ofessinna c.ger1ei es , '?' e re a pl ying t heir 
efforts to t he solution of consuiner proble:rrs , c.nd or g<mi zc.tions -rith 
primc.r y a i ms other than consuner protection had devote . p:.....rt of their 
ener g-y .., r1 l"esmu·ces to this nor k due to the i n cr easing demc.nr from 
t heir memJers . ';o ·l d rra.r I ' rd t i ts pr o Jlel!lS of rc:t:i.on .".··:.~ , hortc.ges ' 
:m . su h s ti t u -tes , fnrther s timuL.ted t his . emw:. for i ncrea s ed knov:l FJdge 
of ::;ood.s offer erl cons1un.er s on the mar ket . 
The CPn ::>.di an Associa tion of Con suners i3 e.t ;;:rresent C · _ane..·1 s 
most rominent consumer orj;pni z tion, .~nd i t i s groy,rine B e::flil~r . 
Uni Y8rsi ties , better busine s b~re::us , e·cc. have also represent ed 
consn.:'"D.er i :rter est . . 
The s t ag3 1r:r:::. nm·.y bee:n set . -~ "·e11.d.es ·,;er e se t up t o solve 
con~,uner r oble!ns and genero.l r e comm !1 ~.tions r egar ding t heir per-
formance of this f 1etio01 _ a.ve bee!l outl ined . The precise r1 t hods by 
Vihich t_ ese r e co:nBenc:c.ti ons m<.:.y be effecte ·:ril e the subj ~ ct of t e 
nexG ~~ ct:Ln!l of t his cliscu s i on. 
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liT 'l'HE Y iDCSSS OF EV.ALUi!.-T~ON 
Assurnine; t he e~ri st .nee f E.dequ:?.te agenci es ·vhrough :1ich 
ou • enL,f' me7 e _ eachec , l et u s :tl.0\1 m .:;:-r o·,; our "' o.l~rs i s t o a cons i 
eration of hon t . ese a::;encies 11i ght a i d the consu.mer by effecting 
r egu..latory me a sur es r equiring s ome definition of quD.li ty . \"1e shal l ' 
obse ~ve the pr· ctical a spects of such a definition ::..ft er -:>utJ.i,i.n g 
the theoreticc.l pa t t er-n which the ~ ro cess ent ail s . 
IJtabel Taylor Grr;.ga * has set forth t hi s p ttern in the 
form of six major decisions , ea ch of 7i_i ch ~.ffects t he final eval u f'.-
tion . The f ollovri _g are t he mos t i1TJ.portant i s , 11es covered during t he 
execu tion. of thes e s i . steps : 
1\ . ClassificGi.tion , · 
To j udge t h-:; 'Horth of goods ni th r espec t to perfor :ne . .nce , 
conten t , dur :c ili t y , e tc ., ind.ividu?.l units must be com a r e ':'Tith 
e ~cch other or with en a bsolu te s t ::.:.tJ.darc1. , for the r c:.t in;; vrill be 
s ionific :mt on:.y L ea ch unit 1 s cap acity to sati s fy gi-ven s-;;anL.ar .s 
i s compar ed t o thc• t of e.l l ot __ el~ s . After decidi.n2: ··-:hat col'lp:::.ri::;ons 
a r e i mportP.n t , the pr obler:1 becomes one of s r ouping, f or poo:. [;;r ou;_Jing 
1.1i ll r enr er com . ... riso11s useless . Hmrr many and wh:J.t t y:pes of p r o u cts 
t o incl ude in each di vis i on is of pr ime signif i c ance , and decis i ons 
must be me..de r e division by qu2.l i ty lines , r i ce , rnc...7l.uf:.ctt ring 
process , s e , etc. 
B. Selection of Critaria . 
fte:c groupin~ , the a)pra i s er mus t ecicle upon the qu o.li ties 
to be used as a basis fo1· j udgine >Tort~ , for i mproper choice ·at t his 
st:;.ge can ren er t he t es t r1e~in2;less . In genel~al , criteria must 
* liThe Proc e s of Eval u a tionn--10 
indic._ te 1-1h2.t the prod,_lCt i s a:.r1d what it does. Criteria in the first 
cla ss descri Je the product i n a static st~te , gi ving an i dea of i ts 
composition, etc ., ·;ihil e the others paint a d~rnaE1ic picture of the 
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product 1 s 9-ction in rele.tion to other thin~s and other situations . Le.;al 
requiremen ts or s t a..ndc rd specifica tions n ::ty .ire ct the sel ecti on of f a ctors 
in ei the cl a ss , or the choice may e l e£'t to the discretion of the evalua-
tor. In any case , criteria should . e n amer1 e.ccor ding to ':.-ha.t l'!l~ces a 
product goo:d or bad . The JJ, tione.l Bure2.u of Ste21dc.:::-rls "'--nc'i the De J::rtment 
of J'_&~iCl,~ tu- e often consider the qualities of existing products rrhic_ 
1::::- e been S?.tisfactory ·i:,o the C021SUmer, fo r 2. 11 gpod 11 product Should be 
ne ---rh.:..c.1 i s ~ood in t 1e eyes of t _ ose -r;; __ o ~ it as ·:rell as those who 
make it. Of course , a con i ··lerc.tion of the ulti_rnate users ' ttitude s 
corrtplica te , eya_1,_e.tion, for in i vidual t astes ::.nd inc1 i vi rlual applications 
of the product differ. 
C. Def i __ i tion of' Criteria for i\1Ie asurement I:tlrposes . 
Once cr:L teria he.7e been selec te --i ndeen . .,-;~lile L ,e- £..re bein 
sel ect d--the~ must be def ined i t .r ms susc -~T -~_ble of neasurenent and 
in rel<J.t ion to specified tes t proceclm~e ( although t es ine metho . s ::.re 
o wious for onl y a snc.ll nmnber 0 .1. pr oduct c_la r :wteris tics ) a:-- c c..re-
~~ly ~1 ::.c ~,_c:r-.:.tely :1~ possi1 le, in ore eT tx.1. t -... c.t i s m :1..11 · by the 
oual i ties c _or en Eny be cle~~r y '-mder stood . 0 - cours , t_,_ measure-
ment of physica l &"ld ch.::;mical ualit.i es i s more ~c' ga:.". c ec e.nd st::nd:-.rdized, 
-rhile tht' · of 1alities of use i s more difficu~t and offe- s a vd.der 
va r i 2.tio of i dea end proce::l 1r es . 
D. San p_linP, . 
Havin"' est::blis __ ec1 a meo.surement proc eclL~re , the evalu::.tor 
must decide bon many c.:_r).(1 ·,'rhic _ uni t,s are to be me~~S-lred . Of ou se _, 
6 
l.s i 
,.rei;;, t , 
j ect 
m:-y h c 1 c]:er' , ~.:nc' i ::1spection co.:11 ';)e c~~ten2i ve OT eel. l:le ·J:::.s o on t _e 
ssit .. :.- .. ,os co:1o1. ic::.l porti on of t .e tok.l 
Ul"li ver se :.:bou: vhic 1 concJJ.~s ions c..:ce c~ra'.-.11 . esnl ts of t.1is mi:: i .:!i;:e 
C(. .. : .... S . 
t l1e renc1. n rler of · he gooc s , ~d. cc.r e ;;i- en t o t s ..... Lpl e i tself are 
o t..be ::- imllort.:..:r"J. t consiC'.el~c:.ti ons . 
. :..J . ¥:Ie ._._ rer1211. t . 
dncer , i stril;1~t')rs , i :..J.C1 e:pe::c1ent :::.;encie~ , etc . , ~n· ~ in nost c:....ses 
r ecrtlires the ser vices of rn2.!."l·· evc..l'.L.tor s . 
t 'rt st~.nC:arc' s , ;>roce ures , c..nd traL L1g ~)e as ur_ifo m s :;?ossible 
snch th~.t Tes1.ll Js -rrill confor m fr-cil~ly :::.ccu ~::-;!:,ely t o e. s t c.ttJI'l1 'Jy 
me~1s of ~7 i ch the ~1u:: ... i · of c ifferent :Jro..-lur;ts , or prorlur;ts 
from c.iff ren t p l aces: )e co:::;::::.rec • 
eJ-~ uv . 
sun·:?-r : 
l. 
' 
Often tl:.ose - -~lc c~·.::·c ct o..nd / or use such ~ s:,TsteE. of .-:n.::lm .. -
faT 
· ir"'ctec~ t~TC>t..;h t~:e :: .for:?D9::.Yc:i..o--l3- c G.:.1;1el s , ::-,.:1d i -:s )Topo:1e.:1-ts u .. 1st 
h. ~:lis L1fo:1'1:....t :l. o: .. is ,ror ,:G tlld1 no in::'or.:l.:.tion . 
:or C0ll8UJ':.CTS 
or rench inte:~est 
rocec.ur :?-s . 
grou .• I I 
Spa ce i s L:i teo , 
....!.. .- -· ··-, ~.ll 
c o:;.1 uct c1 to utli~1e t he .. roce~1s of e-re.h,_:.tion .y :1e::-.ns 
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t :, __ :_ne i ~ r..ot o::~' ·-::- "Y"0Q ·4-· 
_~_ , 
t.h :·ac-e's < t th3 
cLcifJio~!, of onr se , 'USt 1)e re· .. c 10 (, ::. =.;c.i rr 
• 1. • ' j''H"l11 rl o-~ TT~ ·-- clP~ r~ ~-- .. :.s . ~- -- -- -=-- -~-'-~----
.r- ':J..C 1 r ::l:.r]: j_ ~: to c e si~~·:;i-.e .!,-,_e ._loo ,..l s 0~ 
of t.:.e 
tl1e wo ~1.ern 
s ee 36 
1.3 , ~ • 1.SO 
icl e~. +' .... .- .J. v • • •• U the 
5.t2 
;ood 
co·Lltf~r~ _ ..rt 
time of purc:!:'.se , :.:l'lC~ a 
1"8 ... :1 :....-i~ ic!:::'or:-.~~.tion i.s i :1-
or 
Of cou:r:>:;; t he 1<:<.c;; o: '1:·· ~-".1. -:' s "' ~.n :i nc'i c'-'.tion of pro~lPct :r ~·.tin 
t ~ i.ffr, vlt 
.1::-.s i Lhe:re._t C'is:.clvc.u: t :J.ses . l'!l::,_inte ar. ce of const.:...nt L 'D.li ty f :r m. se~;.so 1 
- 1\ 
t ~ o .. ,_. tc ., 
'i 
o:"" i 11 t:~_e c __ .... ~ o:: ... ~"'ir :-· 7. ·, ~_l ~ i. ... --.rb.o IJT·_..:lC1.f! t _!.tJ D oc~,_lc·ts o ~ , i-0~ 'J~.:1: 
Thirdly , ~r~~ s ~~i t o 
J.. ~, r0 ~ ... -.... ,.... r~ c -=· - -·- c ) 2.li . (~ cl V. . ' <,...J- .......,. , , ' ) ., I~ • 
f.econr~ ~- , 
t .• e -~~'verti s ::::r ic L:. ::.. 1 o ~i -i-.i (Y1 ,o ~:~10~ · t. 1e • ·art > of Jc.ll.e prodt:.ct ::.ncl 
wtih 1ts Y\/lme. 
~ssoci r te its est ~ rit~. 
A stua~r reJ.e ~"..sed b~c Dr . Kennet .1 D~s1erol!. oi:' tl1e oJ.l .. ;e of 
folloi-- I .. G 
e , cont~:i.ner , 
tj_or s o-:: t.!"lc 
,_ _s e . 
s 8 61. 
c. v.:.c.·.e or ri si 1e t~cron::;h the !• ::-~de .:;e . Des cri pti w~ 1 .:.. ')Allin g insol ·es 
or i lJ nstr ::.t i cm.s inC:icz.ting the presence or e·~t..::mt or sone or :.:..1_ o£' 
CO!lSl.:.ler . 
. -'-
:t_ l i. 
1:_1~·e11il• : 
""' cmmte::.~ !11'0~' s-:.1 to .:.,r c.de 1~-1e11L: s pro•.riAion s ever si11ce they opposed 
the Con .>l:..rrrers __ ,:""l so ~r Bo c..r ·i of the N. 1-L 1~ • 
onrnit.ee f tl:e N. C. ft. c-·dol_tecl t he fol1o·'lnc rle:i'in:Ltion ( fo r c ::.tmed 
rl ~ ) • ..ooo~ . .., •.
I! L e c~de·::.-c'-~-te clescri::_J -j_ re 1 £".l:e1 £'o::.· C~1!1 <.?_, .=;ooc~s st .. ::>s 8 ~1--l" ..:.t _y , 
i1 s=: _;cific , t!.!.1. ii'o~T!'l~T ,, ~ r; ~ 7 ~T' . s , re :~:lil:.,. U:.1 C1.e~ ztoo ~i tJ1e o- r1 i-
n e..r'r :;}ers on , :•nd i!l 1e~i )le t :rpe s o ~rrc.:1ge 1 t o be ec...sily seen ._,_!'_d 
r e':'Cl ' eve :" L.c .... )Ol'. e1 pr ochct · :hie 1 i::: genuil: e1y '.lS2l1J ·o t '1 8 
consnr.1er and uhi cl c ::- n be , ·:::.-1-er· . For -t.. e s:..c..:e o:L :::nifor•1, use ::.nd 
of ec u i t able E.ncl r o_c':y e· ~::.'o rcenext. , e~c .. ter~l i s eit 1er sel - d.efinAd 
o i s ):_sec' on . .::.n o l') j ecti ve tes t . 11 :n: 
~ checlo~ li t or informc. ~ioP i n cludes ll.:l."2e .:.:.r1.r1 correct v::.riety, st~r1e of 
i:: , c::-n s :i z c..i.:l vol u..rne or '.--: i t.,. t o con-
te11ts , qu ::111ti t y i n c rD. _ iec es , anc' i n servi~::;s , :b. o7>.' .o Dr -n: re 
reciues or other serv.h::; Gl(;(;;es tions , e·::.c . Ho .. C)v- r , us '.:. ly li tt e 
'* see 78. 
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:ro~1 t !e Foor- , D lg n.nd Co STt1etic Act re ~ uirements i s incl udec • 
of of 
cPn an r' Cl'-'-·'l. ti ty in cu~:s ..:-.:>:>e ~1ui t e ··:elJ ~::11o· n to consumers . Si -:e of 
proc1_,_lc t c.:.1 d ,_ TJ~er of lt..1 i tr1 :7..re often s t .:. te i 11 ;:: l1 GJ~~l 1~ r ms , &J.r!. on 
estim.., ter number o:: ser vi n :s mc::.y Je il!clu0 e ri , c.l t. ov.gh s ervin;.:;s "' re 
not s t em• :: r dize, • Reci~ es , etc . s>.re ucefu.l and mo.y in ic ::.te -~u2.li ty . 
N. i s sto.ncl2rr1 i zin~ es cri}.ti'te ter:111s , ;;uch ~"' i:.oGo :fo pe::...~ c.ncl 
im~JortE..:..Ilt s j_n:l e monent in t 1 hL~tory of c.. sc.l e ccmes 
n n p· os ~ct holds · he pro•""nc t i n ~i s h:2Jlr-"s o.nC. e:•:::~::ine s i 
e' es . The s.:.l P.:- p -.. r :: c:-1.. l'''- -Y ;)e 1)P_r~ ~r els e''~-- , re ; s.'lt=> n ..:.. 
be to :; e- tie CI or cm:i.n t eres tec ; J , -- t .. e inform.:::tion l abel receiv8s 
-,_ ni.1i lue op:~ortu.:.1~;_t~· Jc.o cl ose t .1e s &le . ·~ h i s e :J.. t1::. ~ :_be i 
is merely a tra. emc.rl: :j..dentific ~:.tion i s p~.s s Lc.c; . The . err i de2 is 
t h ::..t t .. e i ;"..:formati ve l .::.bel s .oc.'.L ::_Jr esent t . . e f:...cts on ,., __ i , he 
p1 .. 1:-ocl, r-~se cl.e~e::1 : s . u * 
It ") i'OVic1.es r .t:.,.il . - i~~.fol~-~ .:. tio:1 so 
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'T' • 
_ 1J .R s i :nple every-
i s i mp ::..rtiE:.l and f::.c t ' L 1 .,-, rl ,-...... :. '-- ... _ pro· .:_cles r e l:L::: . . )l e 
of t e pr ocuct to whic i·, i 3 ::::.t .• ~.c l 10.-o . 
:7-rise re t.. :..,c:J.ount of £.V'lil ::-. le i:1form:::.tion t 12.t s houlc be 6 i ven , i or 
t 1 cons1.mer may be e2..s ily e ..., t~.l El-- e·· by too much i >1f l~mc. tion . I t is 
s ee 
T o 1.:.. d~1e 
te._~ '1S . 
6. ; .(l '7' ___,, . 
·.efL1c s gr c.c e L. lli~g as fol lo·.: s : 
11 T .. e Dr :::cti ce of mD.I'kLl.; merch.s.ncli se ox· t he po.c.~:;.s --S con ..... i n i nc 
suc.1 l!le chc.:.1c.li se -:-i th e. esi.;nation such a A, B, or , or 1 s t , 
2n , or J:~c_ , i nci c:.tL1g the. t vhe ::..rtic1 e s o !Jar ke0 f:::.11s ··ri t .1i :1 
one of :::.. c. .:.. es o"!: :~uali-t,y cl o.sses define.:~ by s · ecificat · ons or 
::; t ::.ndc.ros s e":; 1.'-P by gov r-mnent <ce;eD c:i es , t.rc..rl e 6roups c.Ln.d / or 
C0l1°'l1Der Ol' (; _n i .z:.:. ,j on<: P..Yl~~ u;'1.1.F l1;y C'.CC P.::"•ter by the inte 'PStec~ 
/.:.:..~ i ee T.ri th r ef er ence to the v2.ri0n s l roj_)< Tti8s c.::.1cl c~1.2.rc.cter · s -
tic;, \ l1i c '- ~:.ve been :-,_;:;_· 8c::C, u~·cn ::ts e1 8meni:s esse!1ti2.1 to t _ e 
~ ro:-ier arpr :.i sfl of i c; clesil.,3.!)ilit.~~ . n :"!. 
L.B . C. 1 ::.be11ine, ~;.s it i s u sus.l. y c :::.11ed , . esi ~ ~to ... o e 
HCom:sn.u sor> or T.lc.nC .. tory 2,T::·.de 1- 1)81. i n f, i s t _·, t -.-~- "ic :. i s r er:;_,.li er. 
~· 1 ::.~·: ::__r1 P-nfo::-cn by 2.. go'Tcrnmcnt :.c;ency ·,-i.tr. eit .. er f er'er r-.1, 
:::trte 1 ·:.· _. c .· j u:.~~ -:. CJjct:1 · •
1 
-;.:: 
Of course , t;T ::.d i nz invo1Ye.s stonclardi z:;.tion . 
11 St 3J1r1 ..:tr d i z::ction i VOl VeS the fiJ.::i D ,. or O.C~Ol'"GJ. Oll of rules t o 2,U.i de 
in :rroc1ucing or sm: ·in :; conr,1or,i tie s i nto ~rou::, s of m1iforr.• .dn , 
s:_:; _, 02 ... . :ru:::.l i -':,~; . T_1e .:_c ttl..:_l ~"'i -r:i_ -='i21~ or soJ~ti11 :_; i11 :.ceo :."' ~., ::· .. 1 ·e 
,_._-}_ ·· __ -(._1-se r_,_ ~s i s 1 ·::1(~" n ~r~- - · i:'l~ . '' __ __ =~ 
It ·i ·~ t .' 
·- .... -. 
nr. 11-J".ro-o;re l"' S~-.. 
6, p. 13. 
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J 
• w • 
~"rr:" ·i _!1Z their r es}ecti- e Fei:_:~ t s , ,·-hie , viill obviousl y ccnforn ·o · .~e 
lute v:;.l ne . 
t::..on . 
.em. .!' . B C T!l'T~ :in~s 
:_:r __ ,,inc; sc ::-.le .. , 1ic 1 nsP.res 
i :1 t __ e 
s:- te, .. 1n t 1e t ·:o ?. con n i e"' . 
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"l' r;:>oleon i tl-•e ".l:l.e:8r' f.:.~t.- .r of .ne o_ A. erica ' s ll:>.l £' bil _i c(l 
i ... _r,, ... -~-Jl ... ~ ~ c--c __ -:..~ i:'.:., . n -2 cl.:._~ ... i :1 ._3 t , .. ·~"C ....... -, _ .. _~-.!.:- ... 1n•r - r- nn i.·fJ,_ s tr:t!} :.... ~'"' h, 
he c~ir: er;v .rc-·r1 th:.t f oor1 C")-.'.l cl be J-:e:1t Lcr1 ei'L:.it ~l~·· i f S<O<J ._ r, LJ 
nir- t i ::;ht co~1t.::::i:1e~~s . :Asvt~!.eT Frenr.h:·,~'n fmm ·, i 1~ ,";' , t'-~· .. t ·oor' 
_ i l.~ i · _ ~,ir-t • = _t-, C '1t:" i'l'"!'3:."' c~ ... ~11 r;t . 8 t :.T•iJj r;-,';)(, • 1 :--.. t '=!r ' "' :'.T9 
t o l cl , .-q1 1.·n:1i c1r··.,_ :..n. i-;, v---~ :._. c··, thr; ti:.1 r-. l· ,_ ~ .. B,t -i.:.o .?2.1 :.:~, ~- _.l on ·· s 
' T' _,i .L ., .., ,- ,. r · ' \b_ . , ... .., .,..,. T ' ' 1f-:>_l.J.. l• 1 -1- • 1 d ' t -- .l..1-,r .L • ~ L.. o. r; . , · _ •· o_ m. __ _ n 0 'G .. e •. Lf•-.:: _ 0\ 811.~1. u .. L u. e l .1 - s ,r J' , "'"-- ·. l ;o , 
t _1G ~T_J, j 11S ., .. 1 1. l ~_1 ....... _ i·, : ::. c . ..:irn.~ ~, :r-::its _~_-:!. ... ,,r:? ~ '?. ·:-. __ --l cs :. c~o:~i-.1: 
t n P ---~ J.l r~ ~:'i:l ·3·~1 r ~- ::~ t~· o: ;o ... _-~:--11tlGl1t ::. t ~.~ 1 f .... ~l'"' 1_=' s . " n 
I.! i 8 S I\el l o:;e, t 
" One fii1cls ":: !.::' t Cnna cl :::. hol c.-c no s ec ·~ct :'orF~:::. ; :. t "" ~:.,_lct s-J n o 
ot lel' nor~e I t seems to '1:: -ve COiTte to 2,T :..·'j_--1 ~ t .. r01 1 ._:; ') 18 recos-
ni tion tll ::'.t (1.e::; ·. u:.~ble rJ:.:.I"1:ets r r e t ,,·,e i'o,_,_:::..r. :.t~.c11 o~ ~Jro s::Jsri t~r . 
(IT:.-n :--·. cl.f) 1-::-.s t.1=.lt P. st:.: )_e ·::~ o. ·~ s tic con s, ··t::: "Lion. ~--::-1 -:, ,_ :, i 1ri1'1£:: 
f oreij1 t~ ~-r1 e :nc. , ~ s tlT.l~ c.chiev c c. st'. ,e of h ·C'llstriE.l - ~ _l·t. _ 
'7l,ich C "'.i.'l !" C '_~c . l~ e r:L ·ch e r1 el s F}lRl'e . " 
T_ e out ut n r '' ' u no· 
1
:'l1.tt 
so .. 8 . i r. L10J'e orr1er o-1' 
because i ·~ i s 1 ot"..bly i·~~ t:~ i s r e , pect tl~:.. c -·'2.1:-.c! .:;. c1if fe· ::; from tJ•e 
:-n .<'' <' ' 
n Tl~ ~.f' :.:...c, in. ~ o:E c ::-.1 nor1 c-{lnr,s i 11 Cr-:r o..c1 .~. b.::~ . :~ 1"1P P !.'l i~1 fo rce for c~ 
s:ood "Lll:' : •e r. s . I t C'.! . :::))on +. r·o r throu::; l ~·11 •c 'i')_' '. u ' . . ( !\~I" lTO-
c ess ·L:-n b~ '' s ··'den e~1 :::.c '·.r1en • 11 ~ x 
¥- 21 
" 
,_ tee~ in. ? 
--
"" 
B. H. s tory of ~·a:-'r1.:: tor:,r C'-rt:.ding Hec,uirene~n-ts . 
Cc..nade. 1 s s 3•s te~r_ has Jeen effected : ¥-
Thi s ::n~o . s i on ~""'3.s r epe:::.l s rl ir:. 1025 , .?..n~' the Cf.nnec' Goocl s Act 
I n the 
s ensi ])_"_li t ie of t !.e pu lie bJ ~o.,_!.tr'Jl of l•r o0uct n:..li ty. 
In 1'00r/ , Jue i'!ie::.t ::-.ncl C ~.l"li!. c1 Fooci s .ct T'C.S passecl , t o ""'. ic •• 
p~tter-!. 
e ~ a cker or fir s t de o.ler nmst <~~JpefT 0~1 t h e p2.-:l:<::.g 
-:-:-:..s i'r esented in t e fo r rr: of :-.n !',y'l3~Y'nen.t to the 
t~·-'? ~olJ o~--lh e: in:o:-:..~·· ~.t:i.0:1 
"=:-:te::,_t o f (}r : ,:~_e IJ.=.bc. lli:.,_~ :_:1 
~n? ! ct. ~ secane 
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Dur ing the pe:dod :: o:>: 1~'1. -!- l O "":-vO ,.._J - ...J J 
~'"iJ.1en the C:.:ruer-1 Foo..:J Bo :.-cr 
of e fc..ctori -s l.Lcr'er t. e Hec.. t~1 of .~nim:;.1s Br::--'1ch, 
::. r:e .. ber of t~1e Bo~crd , :::..nrl · :.c ~.;-.ce 3T'"1t of' Le 
:.x~rJ. he 
?.rh , · 8('.biJ :i ty of ;;ru j ___ 6 1 e c . 
de cri~tion 11 c1s. se of t .1e 1;.0S !~.:-1en ''!!len·,, :~::J.cl.e gr:....de 1 ::..' P.1l:i..i'l :-:-tc: .. G.:.tor y 
:'or 'C:Cl~T fo od or foocl product fo 1'.'. ich s r :Jl e;.: ~'l::..r' be -~'. Ast::'. 1i she ·-' _·_1 
i reduct · ·,1ic 
" ' 
--ere I'J :?.s~;ed 
T.1e re ;;u1 ::.t.:.ons ere 
vn:C'i i.. i n our orm co·cm· ry, 
36 
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Th1.1s the _ eb of J m1e 15, 191 3 , r efer reader s t o t he 
Ap enc ices for a descripti on of :•ositi ve s t 3.n ~ ri.3 . :t: Cann ers ,., ~r 
re -::ci r en t o incl de upm their L ::. bAls Stc:.n~' :::.rd , Fanc;c, C oice , or 
Se co .. d r a.tinc;s in l et"\:.ers of not l P-ss than one half i n c 1 i n r..ei;;ht , 
a l thoueh grq_ding for sta.:.r1dar d qual ity "\7aS not coFlpL~lsory . Un t i l 191 · , 
St-J.t.es o.rl1ere the Food :J.nd Dr ue; . ct prohi bits fal se m::r ... :ing . ( 11 An 
o.r tic1e s. all b e dee1:1e . t o bA nisbran ded i · it is 1:.. ~1le . or br :.:.:.1 . ed s o 
as to deceiVe or mi s l e ?.c t~1.e purch:.:.ser . 11 . , but :'lo'·: "l::..r'd>lt:; ··::::.s r equire . 
by the Jm1e ~r:-egula.tions govm.~11ing t he I nspection of P:ceservecl Fruits 7 
\T <;etc.blt?-s, a:. d ::1i ll<.:. 
:i.s cus tm s.ry to sen·:' out CO}Ji es of ~f,JU.lations to all 
c" nner s b efor e t hey e.r e p ··.ss ed. by an Or .. er i .1 Conncil. I n l 920 , leti:.el1 S 
, e r e s en t o t by t he Veterino.r:r Gene al, but f e::- r e_lies C0''"1e::1ted on 
t he gr ade s . Very l i tt1e oppositi on n<::.s met bec~use of n. graduo.l r ea.l-
li z2.tj.on f the ,__ ed for i· n t~1e p2.rt of t lle gove~·:-.1ment , t he tr2.de , :;..nd 
tl e cons !ler . On August 7, ~ . ore rl_etailec e xp1 ::'112.ti on '\T3.S presented, 
a:.fld no optio:'l re gr~:de r1~r~:ir10 reJJ~i!ler . 
* 
¥- Jon, t he nc:me ::md :::.ddr ess 
of the a cl:er o ·~ firs dE>c:.l er , :1 " true 8.'.1C~ correct clescriptio~'l " , ::c._ 
i n ette s o . ..!. ..1- - ... :::.r of 
I n t he s:c1e ye3.r , t he _flr~l t e r o..tio .8 !~ct v•~s r epeal e ~nd 
r en1 -: ce.:1 , y t e Food and Dru::;s Act, 1'.' .ich prohi~ i ted a•~ulterJ.tion of 
mea t s.nd c nn:.'1eL oor1s ::s ·imlJ. ?.8 other food, 1:'.n d ::.leo r c~uireLl. t ho.t 
..... rticles rep~rec~ f or f ood be soLmd, "7ho1 e;"ome , :md f i t for foo , on 
th:.t if they a r e ot so , t. ey be confisc.:1t3d or estl·oyed . 
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A 1922 1-\,jl!en.dment set u.. s· ecial r eCj_ui r emen-Gs for ca..•1.ned fish 
j_Jr evious l egislation, - eferr ed to frui ts on ve gek .. Jl es e ."clu~d.-vel:r. 
Pr:.ctic:.lly t __ e s~_me r eblll ations nere i ncl uded , :end the r:::::.r!·:in~ of t __ e 
t::L1inu.r.1 •:•ei;;h t -.ras r e:::'lri r ecl . m.srepr esen ta tion of place of ca tchine 
or cz.l'll:ine;, et c. "Ia ~ r ohi bi ter1 , five sizes of ce.ns f or l obster s Here 
establishect , e t c . 
In 1925, an .A.mendment to t he Act strengthened the s.c:ir.linistra -
ti \'e order : 
11All c<mned fruits c:md ve;:;etabl es or p:;_~oc .. ucts thereof , or any 
food or food product exce1_Yt fish or shellfish which !Day be named 
by the. GoverD.o· i.n Cmm cil shall be offel~ ec for st:.le o ... l~' in s 1ch 
cans or other cm t n.i n rs :~s t:1e Gov-er:.1or in Council n ;;;.;;• by r e gu-
lations _ r escribe, :.:md such cans or containers must contain the 
quality , qmmtity, or ,,,·ei ght prescr i .Jed by the r eg'-1l a tions . 11 
Net vrei(:;ht wu.s to bo indic:2tecl if ste.ndc,_rd si :~e c:.u1s ·ner e not used , 
n .. l'l dr o.in ec wei ght , if the contc.in e ~s 7rere no t trcnsp:.:.r ent . Short 
~7ei e;ht in ste.:. . 1.do.rd cMs ' '':lS to be ll.ot .. d , anc1 even i f minim'..-,_,_':1 net weight 
1:as r e&.ched , c ~'l.S ~7ere not. considered f~~ll if they c o1..~ld hold more :iith-
out dc:·1e.ge . E.- i1 l;rohi~'J:i..tions concerned false L1ar .dng or l abelling . t· o 
c.rt:i. cle cou l d be offer ed or sold under any nJ..rne in tender1 to deceive , and 
no pa c .. n.1.ge cou ld be mar ke,: v,;i th c:.ny l :.:.bel , brand , or tr.J_de m~rk -.nich 
f e.l ssly rep:i~ e s ented the queDtity, or ;:;rei 2;ht of the p o.clc:J.ge, or the dcte 
•· !1en it vr2.s y ::.cke(~. . The, e sti:;>n l a tions merely fox-::1ecl the ne:;:.~tive of 
the 11 true ::_~,_d correct descriptio~ tt clause . 
Thus a process of ms.nc:ht ory gr::J::3e l ::t-·)elling has s lowly evolve 
i n C?..n a da , as nell a s n Aeries of ~'Jro .. 1.i bi ti ve :.1ec:..sur es v;hic~l have ::ccom-
...-2.nied the positive l egisl a tion . Let us ne:ct e·_; ~;:unine riefl~r t he regu -
l c:. tions for consumers goods vihich hc~ve been put into ef::':ect . 
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C. C2n .... .rl io.n Regulat ions . ::£ 
Ke::ulc.ti< ns c..ro2e f :"_r;·t Jlors t o for1:1 a :::.s i s upon ·.·:hie _ pro-
ducers mi;ht s ll Emcl istri0utors mi,) Y hu~r t.~1<:21 o.s c..11 --:::'_ e::.l to con-
Slnel~s . I n t he fo r :':ler cs.:y::.ci ty ·cne systel'l a::_:Jpc.reTtl- s·-· ti s:...'ied. pro tw ers 
an ' di stributors , e.l thou:; .. c :::.nne s furnishe :~ 2. livel y r e ist::mce '.7 .en 
co·1~lli::;nce was urGer but not force • Ri [;id e~1forcement f ollo'.':'ecJ only 
e.fter t he l e.'\1 h~. been i..YJ. effect f or s eme time , ill d the Dep::rtment of 
!.e:-ricu ture conti n•.1ed to ·:ror~~ in close coor·:ii na tion r i th the inc us try i n 
e s t:: 1is .. ing str.nd:::.rds , t __ u s cr ~;::tin:; .:;ooclr-r-lll . I n t he l as t ferr ye~c , 
t 1e si:?;'_ific ~nc e of gr c-.cle 18.1Jelline L1 t.1e l at · -r c ..:.IJc..cit~r h.::...s been e.a.."'--
li o-:er _, :::.i'lr conP-J..1er e .L:.lCa.. tion r3 tb.e r.:-.c~i~::; system hc.s 1;een furt~er _. rl 
u c_ t~1c.t r};:, uc.tions .'lr ·. ~1on :2lso the concel":.'l of .. ouser:ives :::cross th 
Do -' .,l· o·" ( ('1 D r. • -.l..!'. - . .L • \J .. • - • 
etc.) 
l. Cn m 
Cmmers O" e r ::-.te 1.mder the _.l eo.t :.:nr1 C:Jn_,:led. Food"' _A_ ct, acmini s t e r e 
by t .1e ::Cl·uit Bro..nch of the D ps.rtr1e~ t of I\.Gricul ture . C2n...11.inG sts.:.'l. .:::."':' s 
in C'::.l. f'.C~ -?.. ~>l)lo :nore g-ner :::.l teTns tl1 s.n. t .. ose in the Unit d .St~.tes , TI .ere 
8 Rcorine syste::1 i s often '.lsed . Howevar , t he:_ e h:::..s been a tendency to 
'.'iJ.;~)~e Cs;1:1J.i:::11 d .. ::; cr l:Jt:.ons mor e ex~ct . The TT:ni t ed Stc.tes 
A ·, C D2.r2dJ.1.;_;s , tho'l;h ot:·1er ra tin;;s :.:. e ~le1o usee , '.'!her8~S Dominion 
r egul::.tio:1s S ' ecify tha t E>.ll c ::::1m rJ fr~i o..nd e;et.:.:.l es s __ e.l ~Je gr::.de 
Fancy :::_ual:i.i:,;:,r ilc~tic.::...":.es pel·.fect. ·coriformi ty i n sl..~e , color, e c . 
Choic e si.;ninies s li ;:;ht vc:.r ic.tione in s i se , color , e..nd :n<.1turi ty . A pr o uct 
* C i ef source .=> fo l~ mat-3ri.e.1 i n this s~ction-- 1 1 TLt<2:.1t of Gr:_r,e L. )ellin~!l 
- -5, :.n 21 
I tEtlld ~ .. I'd. 
0116 of 
Su1 s -c~.nrb:ccl or s econd ::u~-:li t y :-> r e ::..1 ~ -
F:'.IlC~7 , Choice c...Yld S t rt'J .. ~1c:r·J gr::1cles __ c:'.re 
:;\ 
s t..r:.ncle.1 .. s ~for 
S)ec l -
If s:rrn:_• i s 1.s e:·· , t he 
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v.(!8 _,_, el. 
ont:::ini n:; fr esh frui· s 
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vegetables are Canadian 1,2, and 3, and fruit grades include Select (for 
a few varieties), No.1, No.2, and No.3 (occasionally for pears and apricots). ' 
Apples and pears in boxes may be marked Extra Fancy, Fancy, or Combination 
Fancy and c, and those in barrels, hampers and baskets , No.1, Domestic, 
and Combination No.1 and Domestic. 
3. ~-
In 1918, grading regulations were introduced for eggs entering 
the export market, and in 1923, for domestic consumption. Now all shell 
eggs offered for sale in Canada must be graded Al,A,B, or C. Grades of 
cold storage eggs must be chosen from the latter two groups. As well, 
there are three size grades -Large, Medium and Pullet. 
4. Poultry and Meat. 
Standards for dressed poultry were formulated in 1928. Now 
most poultry in the larger centres is sold by grades, and this is com-
pulsory in some cities (Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, Regina, 
Quebec, Moosejaw, Saskatoon, Prince Albert, Charlottetown, Summerside, 
etc.), though not everywhere. Interprovincial and export shipments 
are inspected and certified re kind, subkind and grade. Regulations 
applying within each province must be pass ed by Provincial Legislatures. 
Special, A, B, and c .standards have been set up for chickens, turkeys, 
ducks, geese, pigeons and guineas. Special and A chickens are also 
' I~ 
marked milk fed. Canned poultry must,. be graded for interprovincial or 
export trade , Grade 1 being derived from dressed poultry of not lower 
than Grade B quality and Grade 2, from Grade C quality. 
Beef is the only other meat graded. Dominion voluntary 
standards, followed by most packers, include grades A1 and A(red ribbon), 
B(blue ) , and C and D (brown). Individual cities may require the use of 
these markings . ( e.g.Vancouver and environs). Canned meat is not sold 
by grade. 
5. Butter and Cheese. 
The grading of Creamery butter is mandatory in interprovincial 
trade and within all provinces except Nova Scotia and Prince Edward 
Island, and grades must be placed on wrappers and placards and in advert~ 
sL1g. A scoring system in which 45% is allocated to flavor is used, and 
Grade 1 butter must earn 92 points or over, Grade 2 , 89 to 91 points, 
and Grade 3, 87 to 88, while below 3 is without score. 
All Canadian cheddar cheese must be graded before export. 
Most is Grade 1 , but other grades are 2,3, and below 3. 
6. Maple Sugar and Honey. 
In 1931 maple syrup and sugar grades were established--canada 
Fancy, Canada Light, Canada Medium, and Canada Dark, but these have beeiL. 
little used. 
In 1934, honey grades were outlined. Unless honey is shipped 
in glass containers, grading is necessary for shipments outside the 
province of production. Grades are 1, 2, and 3, and colors, white, 
golden, amber, and dark. 
Thus Canada has built a system of standards which are mandatory . 
for some products in all cases and for others in certain places and under 
certain conditions. The Dominion Government has assumed responsibility 
for these regulations and has enjoyed noticeable cooperation from the 
industries involved. This experience is in marked contrast to American 
grading experiments attempted by Federal and State Governments and independ-
ent business organizations as well. We shall examine the latter situations 
in the forthcoming chapter. 
CH.V. GRADE LABELLING IN THE UNITED STATES. 
A. Federal Permissive Standards. 
In World War I, upon i mpetus from producers following the passage 
of The U.S. Warehouse Act of 1916, the U.S. Department of Agriculture set 
up standar ds for grading agricultural pnoducts for growers and distributors 
based on warehouse loan specifications. The Secretary of Agriculture was 
authorized to establish and promulgate standards for such products by 
which their quality and value could be determined. Since then, these 
standards have been revised and new ones added. 
In 1917, specifications were recommended for different classes 
of potatoes , and in 191g, for apples Bermuda onions, strawberries, and 
milled rice. In 1922, standards were set up for northern grovm onions, 
sweet potatoes, cabbage, peanuts, asparagus, cauliflower, cele~J, lettuce, 
tomatoes, and peaches. In 1923, shell eggs were added, in 1926, beef 
carcasses, and in 192g, additional fresh fruits and vegetables, several 
canned fruits and vegetables, dressed turkeys , and live poultry. By 1934 ) 
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics has established standards for eleven 
canned products and six more had been promulgated . * These were followed 
by stand&rds for many other products. * * B.A.E. grades guaranteed 
adequate prices for farmers , and were used for loans and for sales to 
middlemen, but were seldom displayed for the consumer. 
In spite of industry rejections of the grading system in t he 
1930's, the U.S. Department of Agriculture set up standar ds for additional 
foods, and the quantity of graded goods on the market increased. Meat, 
butter, and other foods graded by government inspectors carried grade 
l abels. It is true that many canners stated that B.A.E. grades were not 
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objectively determined, and the Food and Drug Administration, which 
would have had to handle such a problem in court has similar qualms about 
their authenticity. Although the government agency would have cooperated, 
their opponents did not favor a test case, as those who did not satisfy 
standards preferred to settle out of court. :&: These accusations and 
a general realization of the need for accurate grades caused improvement 
in the standards. 
In 1940, the Agricultural Marketing Service of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture began a voluntary program of continuous inspection 
and grading for canned fruits and vegetables. Voluntary grade l abelling 
of some canned goods, poultry, butter, eggs, cheese, and meat was sugges ted. 
Grades on products checked by government inspectors could be preceded by 
"U.S." Although about sixteen large food distributors threatened to boycott 
brokers handling canned foods under this system,:&: :&: it received fairly 
widespread recognition. Chain stores and conswner cooperatives began to 
use the grades. A & P began in 1934, :&: * :&: and Kroger follovred suit. 
(Both do a sizeable portion of total canned goods business on their own 
private brands.) In 1934, a Committee representing Food and Grocery 
Chain Stores of America Incorporated (representing more than 16,000 
stores and a volume of $700,ooo,ooo.) recommended U.S. Department of Agri-
culture standards, with a few changes, for six canned products -repre-
senting half the pack of all canned vegetables, which in turn are 75% of 
all fruit and vegetables canned. * * * :&: A number of canners (about 80 
in 1949) -- most of them small, although a few are large and several are 
* 19 
* * 34 
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members of the National Canners Association~ pack under continuous inspec-
tion. Of course, government inspection is not compulsory, but misbranding 
is prohibited by the Food and Drug Administration. 
Other canners, such as Libby's, however, prefer to use their 
own descriptive system, and it has been their lobbying power which has 
forced the discontinuance of the grading issue in the Federal Legislature. 
Whether the present permissive system, which does not require ~ producers 
to indicate relative quality, can be effective is questionable. 
B. State Grading Legislation. 
Time and space do not permit an intensive examination of de-
tailed state legislation in the field of grading. However, some states 
have drawn up regulations -- mainly for eggs, butter and milk. Some 
state grades have also been established for fresh fruits and vegetables, 
but these are not employed at the consumer level. Grade labelling is 
mandatory for a few products in some states. 
The National Conference on Inter-state Trade Barrie~s at 
Chicago in 1939 concluded that discrimination against the products of 
some states was caused by lack of uniform standards, etc. It was suggested 
that the Association of State Marketing Officials confer with the Depart-
ment of Agriculture to draft model legislation, making uniform the law of 
the several states re grading, packing, marking, and labelling. It was 
realized that the interruption of a free flow of commerce among t he states 
is harmful to the consumer. Thus delegates opposed discriminatmcy barriers 
and urged the repeal of retaliatory laws. :IE 
Although it is true that state regulations may be more precisely 
adjusted to local products, distribution systems, .consumer needs, economic 
conditions, etc., the further division of a problem , which is, as yet 
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disjointed and not fully organized at the f ederal level, seems to add 
confusion and work at cross purposes vii th the main object of standiJ,rd-
ization and simpl ification of the process of evaluation'. 
C. Standards Established by Independent Business Organizations. 
Individual companies, communities, trade associations, and 
special organizations for the purpose have also attempted to standardize 
various products. Although many of these groups enjoy a wide influence 
in their own indu.stry groups, in most cases they have not complete con-
trol. Though the,ir grades may be helpful and well defined and enjoy the 
support of members of the respective groups, they lack the authority to 
organize and control the activities of all firms which might easily be 
vested ina federal agency • . This, in turn, would have as one of its ob-
jectives the unification of these independent standards and would seek 
the cooperation and goodwill of business men by consulting them. 
However, canners and trade associations in different parts of 
the country have set up and publicized among members their standards for 
canned goods.(e.g. olive growers, pickle packers, canners, etc.) 
The American Standards Association is a federation of over 
seventy-six profes sional, technical, and trade organizations and govern-
ment departments and agencies representing a wide cross-section of Ameri-
can business. It has been suggested as a clearing house for P~erican 
standar ds. An organi zation such as this would no doubt function more 
effectively than :Lndependent business associations. 
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At this stage, it might be wise for us to observe that many per-
missive standar ds which have been set up have been utilized with great 
success in the process of storage, distribution, etc. However, we must 
not accept references to this success in support of arguments for mandatory 
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grading requirements, because those who have used them in this field 
are experienced agents, etc., who well know quality in the light of price 
and are keenly aware of every significant grade mark. Consumers cannot 
fairly be placed in their class, and the grading of goods at the retail 
level must be considered a problem apart from this. 
D. Compulsory Grading of Goods entering Canada. 
Canadian regulations prescribe that collectors of customs shall 
not clear any i mport unless such a shipment is accompanied by an affidavit 
in duplicate taken before a Justice of the Peace, or another authorized 
person, to attest that "the description of the contents is true and correct 
and conforms to the requirements of the Regulations made under the Meat 
and Canned Foods Act". Imports are subject also to inspection in Canada, 
and if they do not conform, they ma~ be refused entry or forfeited to 
His Majesty and disposed of as the Minister directs. Such samples as are 
considered necessary must be furnished by the importer, free of charge, 
but the Fruit Co:tmnissioner, in turn, must furnish a report within reason-
able time. In practice, goods are detained at the port of entry until 
samples have bee:n shipped to Ottawa or Vancouver and found satisfactory. 
Collectors of customs throughout Canada report infractions to the Minister. ~ 
American canners who ship to Canada find no difficulty in abid-
ing by this law, which requires that they label exports by quality grades, 
though they omit such information in the domestic market. ~ * Similarily, 
American canners with Canadian f actories, who are, of course, subject to 
the Canadian reg~ations, merely add quality~eclarations demanded by law. 
Examples of such companies are Libby, McNeil and Libby, H.J. Heinz Company, 
Campbell Soup Company, California Packing Corp., Minnesota Canning Company, 
§ 7 
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and Gerber's Canning Company (who jointly operate Fine Foods of Canada 
Ltd.) etc. The~J e American packers all express themselves as being well 
s atisfied vd.th regulations. * The firms ma..'lce no changes in l abels 
apart from grade1 designation , and advertise their brands in Canadian 
magazines with the understanding that quality satisfies government 
standards. 
However, some of these companies are leaders in the anti-
grading campaign. in their ovm country. The California Packing Corp. and 
Libby's have been very unenthusiasti c, and the latter claims t hat grading 
r emoves t he consumer's f r eedom to decide what flavor and quality she 
desires. They continue by pointing out t hat often there is not enough 
difference between grades and that it is better to merely describe pro-
duct characteristics, etc., thus eliminating the subjective judgment 
inherent in the grading process. Descriptive labelling, they ~elt, would 
help clerks sell more readily. Previously everything they sold was "good", 
and product s which were "better" were those which carried a higher mark-
up for the store. * * Of course, the arguments of such canners may be 
valid, * * * but vre must recall. that their opinions could be somewhat 
biased by the l ar ge advertising budget s they maintain and their fear 
that a mandato~J system in the United States mi ght threaten the position 
that they have b1ilt through product diff erentiation and branding. 
E. Controversy :re the N.R. A. Code. 
During the interwar period some government officials became 
interested in the possibility of applying grade l abelling in the United 
States at the coilsumer level so the consumer could accurately assess 
'l£ 17 
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quality in light of price. This L11terest was stimulated during the de-
pression, when c:onsumer income fell. The purpose of several New Deal 
agencies which were formed at this time was to protect the consumer 
against too rapid and too great an increase in price, and it seemed plaus-
ible that the problem might be partly met by the application of quality 
standards. 
The Consumer's Counsel of the A.A.A. was concer:~ed with prices 
and quality in the marketing agreements and agricultural codes set up under 
this agency. It insisted upon the inclusion of provisions requiring the 
adoption of standar ds for f arm products which had already been developed 
by the Department of Agriculture and also urged the development of more 
standar ds, although much had been done by the B.A.E. to convince the 
F.D.A. and the ~~eau of Home Economics to develop standards. A number 
of agreements re ,~omrnended by the consumer a gency for final approval made 
provisions for SllCh specifications , l e.g. The Florida Citrus Agreement and 
the New York Livt~ Poultry Industry Code) . Some industrial representatives 
asked for standards if price or supply control demanded adherence to 
quality or if thE~re was danger of quality deterioration, etc. * In spite 
of this enthusiasm and although a uniform- recommendation was to be included 
in all codes tha~ a committee be appointed to develop a series of suitable 
standards for goods concerued and to develop accurate labellings usable 
by consumers, tru~s recomrnenda tion to become a part of the code after re-
vie'."l and amendment by the code authority, in consultation with the Board, 
proponents of stemdards had only limited success, and numerous _agreements 
which include suc:h provisions are inadequate. There was an absence of 
well-organized consumer support and a failure of admi nistration officials 
~ understand the consumer point of view. Urgency to get the codes into 
operation and opposition on the part o.f some producers .further challenged 
the recommendations. 
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The hottest controversy concerned the canning industry code. A 
U.S. Department ,J.f Agriculture committee agreed with the Counsel recommen~~ 
ations .for A.B.C. grading i.f the standards had already been promulgated by 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. However, disagreement among b .A.A. 
officials and opposition of the canners delayed the .final decision, and in 
1934, responsibility for code establishment was transferred to the N.R.A., 
which was developing codes of fair competition and which the canners 
considered a more appropriate agency. Now one hundred and thirty-five o.f 
four hundred anc. thirty approved N .R.A. codes then had some type of stan,d-
ards provision. * When authority was tr~~sferred, the Consumers Advisory 
Board became as active for A.B.C. as the Consumer's Counsel had been. How-
ever, the National Canners Association, supported by the Associated Grocery 
Manu.facturers of America, the National Wholesale Grocers Association, other 
trade organizat i ons, some advertising agencies, and a number of trade maga-
zines, opposed grading on the basis that it was impractical, undesirable , 
and disastrous t.o the industry and to consumers. The recommendation was 
supported by a :few canners, labor organizations, some government officials 
and a number of womens organizations. {Representatives from the following 
added strngth to the positive argument: American Federation of Labor, 
Consumers Advisory Board of the N.R.A., Tri-state Packers Association, The 
Bureau of Home Economics, the Food ahd Drug Administration, Consumers 
Counsel of the A.A.A.,General Federation of Women's Clubs, National League 
of Women Voters, Consumers' Research, The Consumers' Council of Washington, 
D.C., The Columbia Conserve Company, The .A.lllerican Home Economics Association, 
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The National Council of Je?dsh Women, Home Economics Association of 
Washington,D.C., American Association bf University Women.) At a hearing 
on February 8th and 9th, 1934, t wenty-one supported grading, and only two 
spoke against it. It was point ed out that canners pack, sell to dealers, 
and borrow from t~s on the basis of grades, that grading would emphasize 
quality for the c:onsumer and eliminate competition at prices not related 
to quality, that the Canadian system functioned effectively, and that grades 
have been effectively used at the retail level in this country. Li tlle 
'?. e!>. 
opposition met these observations, and yet the code was sent to~ Roosevelt 
for approval ~lout grading provisions. 
On May 29, 1934, the President approved the code, but, following 
the recommendation of N.R.A. Administrator Hugh S. Johnson, he recommended 
that the industr~r suggest standards, and his executive order required the 
appointment of a committee to cooperate •~th the Administrator in formu-
lating them and :recommend~; such to him in ninety days for inclusion in the 
code. It looked as if the industry was destined to lose the battle * , 
and the amonnt o:f government power was evident in the language of the 
code. Provisions re fixing the standards were recommended by the C.A.B. 
and a representative from the C.A.B.,Division Administrator Riley, Deputy 
Administrator A.J. Cordier, and Labor Advisor Richard Eldridge met with 
the industry to appoint the committee. Government control over this com-
mittee was indicated by the stipulation that Johnson was to approve the 
personnel appointed. 
The industry's 11Commi ttee on Standards and Labels" endorsed a 
program of scientific research to develop quality standards. * * However, 
* 40 
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they had no apparent system of grading to be considered as an alternative 
to the goveTILment system, and the report was considered inadequate. K It 
was merely a hedge, and Congress was asked to give $100,000. for the com-
pletion of the grading work contemplated by the McNary - Mapes .Amendment 
(affecting substandard products only ) and for a survey to see what grad-
ing above the substandard level was necessary. * * · The canners) final 
report ( September 26,1934 ) advocated descriptive labelling, outlining 
the arguments against grading which will be dealt with in Ch. VI, for 
they felt that if they did not adopt some system of quality labelling, 
A.B.C. might be :"arced upon them, * * * and were ready to exploit the 
relative advantages they ~auld have in presenting specific truth re the 
advantages of their system over that of grade labelling. * * * * Riley 
again critized the report and urged the adoption of grade labelling, 
supported by a commi~tee of three governmental representatives. They 
disagreed on the basis that grades were important and that the U.S. 
Department of Ag~iculture standards were sufficient to be enforceable 
and recommended a combination of grading and explanatory material. 
The matter lay dormant during the rest of 1934 and early 1935. 
The C.A.B. hesitated to i mpose the regulations without the consent of the 
majority of the canners. However, N.R.A. supported Riley completely, with 
the exception o:f the Industrial Advisory Board, wr~ch wanted to end the 
debate by allow.Lng the system which seemed acceptable to the industry, as 
that would at least be a step forward, further delay would not be caused, 
and a code would not be imposed on an industry which did not favor it.* * * * * 
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Because of this opposition and hesitancy on the part of the C.A.B., grading 
requirements seE~med unlikely • * N .R.A. would rather persuade the canners 
than force the i ssue. * * In the meantime, N.C.A. was girded to oppose 
A.B.C. until it was inevitable and would then accept N.R.A. as the least 
rigid form. Th•:!Y considered court action on . the basis of the establishment 
o:f "artificial :3tandards 11 • They said that the N .R.A. had conducted a 
publicity campaign against them and that they were being criticized by 
agencies with whom they were trying to agree in some way. :JE * * The 
insistence of these agencies caused an eleven-month delay in the adoption 
of the code. Many felt that the N.C.A., representing three thousand 
canners and supported by the National- American Wholesale Grocers Association, 
the Associated Grocery Manufacturers of America, the National Association 
of Retail Grocers,several chain store groups, the Chamber of Commerce of 
the United Stat;es, the National Editorial Association, U.S. Wholesale 
Grocers Association, the Canning Machine and Supplies Association, etc., 
* * * * would get descriptive labelling (1) through the rewritten Cope-
land Bill -- a part of the proposed new Food and Drug Act, (2) by writing 
it into the cruUters' code, or (3) as an amendment to the present Food and 
Drug Act. * * * * * 
Howe-ver, even though the canners had the money, their opponents 
received the pablicity, and if the consumer representatives lose now they 
will continue until successful, for they are receiving more support every 
day, including that of the F.D.A., B.A.E., C.A.B., and A.H.E.A. * * * * * * 
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Even some canners faYol~ t he grading proposals. 
"There is much to be said on both sides," as Sir Roger de Caverly 
said, and in the :meantime, t he code, "~Nithout grading requirements , was em-
ployed until the National Industrial Recover>J Act was L~validated in May, 
1935. 
F. Food and Dru_g . ..Qe ba t.es. 
Some evidence of concern regarding the s tandardization of food 
goods,etc. was displayed in 1930 by the provisions of the McNary - Mapes 
Amendment to the Food and Drug Act of 1906, although its requirements were 
preventative rather than positive measures, in that they made ma..11datory the 
establishment of 11 a standard of quality" and the labelling of goods which 
fell below this sta.11dard. The Secretary of Agriculture was given the auth-
ority to establ is:h a mini mum standard for each class of ca.nned foods with 
the exception of meat and milk. "Slack fill" cans (less than 90% of volume) 
had to be l abell ed re net contents, and substandarO. products had to be 
marked. For example, producers who di d not meet the sta.~dards of quality of 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for seven c~~ed goods were required 
to label t heir products 11 Below Ste...ndard in Quality -- @cod Food -- Not High 
Grade 11 or 11Below Standard in (~ali ty -(character in which the goods did not 
meet the standarc' • 11 
Furthe:r siwilar efforts to replace the outmoded laws vmre made in 
the following de ,~ade. One of the first of t hese bills, Sl944, was introduced 
by Senator Copeland of New York. It was knovm as the Tugwell Bill because 
Rexford Tugwell, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, had helped to frame it. 
It was introduced in Congress to provide for t he establish.ment of quality 
st~~dards, and although it was not passed, it created considerable interest, 
chiefly because of the following provision: 
"The Secretary (of Agriculture) is hereby authorized to fix, establish, 
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and promulgate definitions of identity and standards of quality and 
fill of containers for any food 11 -
plus provisions for labelling foods in terms of these st~~dards and for 
establishing inspection services. It should be observed that although 
authority was Yested in the Secretary, action was not required of him. 
Offic:ials of the Food and Drug Administration who supported the 
inclusion of trus section, felt that it was in the interest of the con-
sumer. Jessie Coles * has quoted the C~of the Administration in 
this regard: 
11 There haB been more public interest in that paragraph and its cmm-
pa.nion seetion than in any other provision of this Bill ••• Under 
the present law, it is impossible to require labelling of an affirm'-
~ative ch~racter re the composition or quality of food products. ' 
There is more and more of a demand for that type of information ••• 
This Bill provides for definitions of i dentity and standar ds of 
quality o:r grades • • • So far as e (standar ds of qualities or grades) 
is concer.1ed, this is actually being put into effect now by the 
Department of Agriculture, under an item in the Appropriation Bill, 
with ref erence to perishable products ••• We desire to extend this, 
from the standpoint of consumer ~1terest, to f abricated products to 
which items in the Appropriation Bill do not apply. 11 * * 
Of course, consumers supported the Bill. We must remember, too, that at 
the same time, the C.A.B. was advocating the inclusion of grading require-
ments in the N.R.A. codes, but as in the latter case, Tugwell Bill suppor~ 
~rs found the pressure of opposition too great. Food processors and other 
adherents to their cause protested strongly, opposi ng the standardization 
clause , and the Bill met with little success. 
Follmring this experience, other bills, which sui ted the wishes 
of the food mfmufacturers to a greater degree, were suggested. The Cope-
lru1d Bill, S :>, for example did not provide for quality standar ds as did 
s 1944, but only for a reasonable standard for any food. Consumers, who 
wanted a new bill eliminating false advertising and protecting against 
* 5 
* * Testimon::r at'~ th€r Senat·e . Hearings •. 
adulteration, wanted the2Execntive to have leeway so the plan could be 
flexible, but they di d not want it to injure honest producers, dealers , and 
advertisers. They welcomed, therefore , some criticism of their bills, but 
not when it took the teeth out of t hem, as in t he case of S5 * 
The Food, Drug , and Cosmetic Act of 1938 gave the Administrator 
pov1er to establish a 11reasonable standard of quali ty11 for foods (except 
fresh and dried fruits : -rPvegetables and butter). No grading requirements 
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were included, lJUt at least one step was probably made in the dir ection 
of consumer protection, f or informative l abelling, supported by the N. C.R.C., 
N.R.D. G. A., et c., was required . Food products had to be marked re name 
of product, name and address of m~ker, net weight, ingredients, flavoring, 
coloring, and preservatives, whether or not product was synthetic, certain 
dietary information, if necessary, etc. Drugs similarily were to carry the 
name of product, name and address of ma.lcer, net weight, ingredients , names 
and quantities of certain designated narcotics and other basic drugs, ade-
quate direct ion.s f or use, warnings against misuse, i nformati on re deteriora-
tion, etc. Co~:metics l abels also had to include naJnes and weights and, if 
necessary, the fact that a coal tar ingredient was present. Thus , although 
t he lobbying power of manufacturers again defeated grading possibilities , 
the bu·ying public was to be given some t angible evidence of the desirabi,i-
lity of inf ormative l abelling and for the time it seemed that t hi s would 
have to suffice . 
G. The Question of Grading during World War II * * 
The increased use of standards L'1 war, caused by war production 
specifications, again brought the necessity for standar ds to the fore, and 
3£ 25 II II 
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the Government, consumers, and some representatives of business again 
sought improvement through product standardi zation and grade l abelling. * 
Less thlli! a decade after the N.R. A. controversy, the ques tion arose again, 
this time regarding the establishment and maintenance of maximum prices a s 
a war measure, vms greatly publici zed, and was a subject of wide current 
interest and muc:h government action . 
Inflation was expected to occur through spiralling prices and 
quality deterioration and the O.P. A. fmmd itself in a tight squeeze be-
tween buyers and sellers. C.L. Christensian , Chief Price Executi ve of the 
O.P. A., pointed out t hat t he O.P. A. planned "vigilant measures to prevent 
evas ion of price ceili..."lgs t hrough r eduction i n merchandise quality." * * 
Thus the Emergency Price Control Act gave authority to control quality 
depreciation to the Administr ator of Price Control. He was gi ven power 
to (Sect i on 2) : 
" ••• Regulate or prohibit speculative or mani pulative practices (in-
cluding practices r el ating to changes i n form or quality) ••• v.hi ch in 
his judgment are equive~ent to or are likely to resLtit in price or 
rent increases , as the case may be, inconsistent with t he purposes of 
t hi s Act." 
The Act provided for the establislunent of such classi f i cations as vrere 
necessary, in the eyes of the Admini str ator, for the proper administrati on 
of t hes e functions, and both mi ni mum specification~ anc. grading scales were 
used to i dentify goods , such that goods of compar abl e quality in every way 
would carry sinilar prices . Comparable quality implied s i mi l a.r product, 
package, and s ervices entailed. Of cours e , i t was permiss ible to make 
changes but any product derived in this manner could not be sold at the 
price of the superior Eu·ticle. Special di spensation was to be gi ven where 
critical materials were replaced . Prices of goods changed in this way 
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were adjusted so that all parties retained a fair markup and yet the re-
tail ceiling was maintained. O.P.A. was ready to assist the retailer, if 
necessary, or might subsidize the producer if the product was essential 
for chd.lian con.swnption. (This subsiQ.ization also occurred in Canada.) * 
Leon Eenderson, the first Administrator, knew that price control 
would invite quality deterioration, the killing of low price lines, the 
substitution of high price, high profit lines, and a decrease of merchan-
dise on the oper.. market, accompanied by an increase in black market act~-
vities. He did recommend standards and set the old Consumer Division to 
work. They set up standards for many durable goods, but then the W.P.B. 
banned production and gave little support, as it felt labelling should be 
voluntary. In ruty case, the Consumer Division h~d little actual authority 
in such a field.. Thus for the time being, standar dization was practically 
stymied, and little happened in 1942. 
In Deeember, 1942, Prentiss Bro·wn replaced Henderson. By this 
t:4tte, Unions had begun to agitate re the rising cost of living and the new 
Administrator's policy appeased them to some degree. He, too, according 
to Jessie Coles, felt that ceiling prices tied to stru1dar ds were necessary 
becau se they would eliminate the diff iculties of freezing and of formula 
pricing, would :?revent deterioration, would be readily enforceable and 
easil y understood, and could be adjusted quickly with changing conditions. 
Thus quality labels were adopted, although some applied only at the whole-
sale level. Consumer grading of rayon hose, beef, veal., lamb and mutton, 
butter, eggs, peanuts, rubber heels, anti-freeze, etc. began, and few ob-
jections were r aised with the exception, perhaps, of those by the makers 
of widely advertised brands of hosiery, which could no longer claim price 
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differentials. 
Then came the turning point - economic theory to union appease-
ment. The unioni3 had been given their inch and had professional crusaders 
like Donald Montgomery, Advisor of the United Auto Workers, C.I.O., who 
had resigned as Gonsumer Counsel to the Department of Agriculture and had 
helped to form a Consumer Clearing House uniting buyers. Then Deputy 
Price Administrator J. Kenneth Galbraith: and Lou Maxon, newly hired to 
deal with business and industry, fell to, and unions accused Maxon of 
supporting H.J.Heinz, one of his clients. The issue then became a foot-
ball which was kicked from one to the other merely as an excuse for a 
personal feud. * 
In January, 1943, an order was issued requiring consumer grading 
of the 1943 pack of canned goods on the basis of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture standards. This brought a storm of pro'tests from canners, of 
course. It appeared that the O.P.A. was in the driver's seat and that the 
N.C.A. was merely dissenting and not d«=:fying, merely pointing out that 
different freight rates, mark-ups, etc. necessitating different prices for 
constant quality would add to consumer confusion and mistrust not only of 
the canners but also of the O.P.A. They felt it better to post ceilings 
from invoice prices, and practically all canners voted adoption of O.P.A. 
opposition • . * 7E Opponents from various industries challenged O.P.A. regu-
lations on the basis of section 2H of the Act. ("Powers shall not be used 
or made to operate to complete changes in the business practices, cost 
practices or methods, or means or aids to distribution, established in any 
indust~ except to prevent circumvention or evasion of any regulation, order, 
price schedule, or requirement of this Act.n) Finally the matter was taken 
!£ 28 
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to Congress. 
At the same time, twenty-eight national organizations sought 
help regarding price controls, and petitions carrying 15,000 signatures 
asked the O.P.A. for at least informative labels regarding the nature of 
the product, ingredients or r aw materials, expected service, and suggested 
care. They too, were unsuccessful, failing to win the ear of Congress. 
The Galbraith - Maxon misunderstanding, along with business and 
consumer pleas, set off the fireworks, _and ~ .1943, at least five cong-
~ressional committees investigated the grading problem. The most signi/ -
~ icant of these !.Learings were held by the Boren Committee, a sub-committee 
of the Co~~ittee) on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the House of Rep-
resentatives. ~~estimonies from O.P.A. officials and industry representa-
tives were heard in May and June, but consumer representatives, with the 
exception of Representative Holifield of California were continually re-
fused an audienee, as the committee was markedly pro-~asiness. 
In Jm1e 1943, no funds were allotted the agency by Congress for 
grading. Salaries were provided only for officials with industrial, busi-
ness, or commer,~ial experience, and thus theorists favoring grading were 
shunned. 
On July 16th, President Roosevelt signed a bill which stated 
that the Emergeacy Price Control Act did not authorize the restriction of 
brands and did :not authorize the Administrator to require grade labelling 
or standardization unless no other way of price control remained, nor to 
fix maximum prices in terms of standards unless these were in use prior to 
the order or required through another agency. The bill repealed the part 
of the National War Agencies Appropriation Act for 1944 which stated that 
no part of O.P.A's appropriation could be used for the promulgation or 
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enforcement of orders re grading. This merely meant that the prohibition 
was incorporated in a permanent Act -- the Taft Amendment to the Commodity 
Credit Corporation Appropriations Act. Thus it seemed that O.P.A. grading 
was dead as long as powers over food were not transferred to the War Foods 
Administration of the Department of Agriculture, which had provided much 
agitation for grading, by the Fulmer Bill, the Vandenberg Bill, an Executive 
Order, etc. ~ In a few cases, descriptive labelling was required, and 
sometimes manufe.cturers and wholesalers were allowed to put the grade on 
the invoice rather than on the label. Hosiery, for example, was still 
priced at the rE~tail level according to grade, but this grade did not 
necessarily havo to appear on the label. (In January, 1944, hosiery pric-
ing was changed such that it depended on method of distribution, giving 
preference to branded merchandise.) 
In 19,~, debate on the Stabilization Act, extending price controls, 
indicated that interpretations of the Taft Amendment varied. Some felt 
that the Amendm·ent specifically brought an end to O.P.A. standardization. 
However, its provisions were included in the new Act in their original 
form. 
This amendment applied only to O.P.A. activities. The 1942 Act 
authorized the President to take such steps as were necessary to stabilize 
the cost of living if possible. This power, in turn,was granted to the 
Office of Economic Stabilization. On August 5, 1943, O.E.S Director Vinson 
continued the g~ade labelling of meat, with the support of packers, who 
had cooperated fully with previous requirements, to prevent meat price up-
heavals. 
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Although Congress did not wait for the report of the Boren coiilllli.ttee 
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it is interesting to study its content, which indicates the bias, which , in 
many cases, meant the defeat of grading proposals. Its interim report in 
October stated that hearings pointed to the fact that standardization and 
grading of many products which had partially fallen under the control of 
O.P.A. were of little value in war effort. Again the cry of descriptive 
labelling and brand labelling was raised. A ''National Poll, 11 strongly 
biased by the opinions of the wives of government officials, was used to 
support this counterproposal. The "Roper Survey" was quoted to prove ig-
norance of grades and a strikingly di sproportionate amount of space was 
allotted for consumer representation in the report. 
Representatives of thirteen associations appealed to Vinson to 
save grading, bu.t little could be done. In July, 1944, consumer interests 
asked Price Administrator Bowles to base prices of the 1944 pack on U.S. 
Department of Ae~iculture grades because, according to the W.F.A., between 
55% and EIJ% of i;he nation's pack changed hands on the basis of these grades. 
However, at the request of the Boren Committee, the 1943 grading 
order was canceJ~ed and industry's influence was shown by the fact that re-
gulations stated that the 1944 pack would be priced according to grade, al-
though this grade need not appear on the label. By this time, there was 
evidence that the O.P.A. would keep swinging to the right. It failed to 
satisfy the unions, and when Galbraith left, no one was left to represent 
the consumers. 
Nevertheless, canners continued to fear the imposition of u.s. 
Department of Agriculture grades for price stabilization and on July 8th, 
1944, slyly passed the Taber Amendment to the Second Deficiency Approp-
priations Act to block the salaries of O.P.A. employees using standards or 
specifications for processed fruits and vegetables other than those now in 
general use. 
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On July 24th, the O.P.A. again reverted to grading to price the 
1944 pack since government grades seemed an adequate expression of standards 
and were widely used by the industry. However, the Controller General 
could not approve expenditures since he felt that Congress had intended to 
prevent such an occurrence. 
The rosults of American wartime pricing policies have, of course, 
been evident. Many new and unfamiliar brands appeared, with the result that 
consumers were <:onfused and paid astonishing prices in light of quality. 
Buying habits WE~re upset because brands carried by given outlets varied 
from time to t~ne in order that retailers might maintain adequate inveni-
tories. The N.C.R.C. found in 1944 that packers' brands had doubled since 
the onset of thte war. 
Secondly, the upgrading foreseen by the O.P.A. cost consumers 
many millions of dollars. Miss Coles observed that in 1944, 90% of the 
butter marketed was sold as 93 score, and normally only 10% obtained this 
quality rating. This cost consumers $15,000,000. as compared to an O.P.A. 
campaign estimated at $5,000. * Business Week 3£ * mentions the pro-
blems of egg upgrading, and a million-dollar· ·· suit was filed against one 
large processor for upgrading his canned foods. 
Thiroly, producers, brokers, wholesalers and retailers, true to 
form, again made rash promises re informative labelling. Their national 
associations passed resolutions endorsing the uniform labelling termino-
logy recommended for voluntary use by the Labelling Committee of the 
N.C.A. * * * Such voluntary programs seem to be the key by which inde-
pendent business has escaped the so-called menace of an over-powerful 
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bureaucracy. In Chapter VI, we shall discuss the pros and cons of t.he. .g-r&de 
labelling system which has been so enthusiastically avoided and shall try 
to conclude whether the mouse is sensibly avoiding a trap or is merely too 
apprehensive to :realize that every piece of cheese does W. forebode mis-
fortune. 
CH. VI-THE EFFECTIVENESS OF GRADE LABELLING. 
A. Practicabili tv of otandardization and Grading. 
1. Products vihi ch May Be Graded. 
Dr. G.B. Hochkiss * has insisted that it is a fallacythat all 
goods can be graded. This, of course, may well be realized, but it must be 
pointed out tp_at grading is practicable for ~ goods -- in fact over 50%. 
Donald Montgome~y * * has explained that such a process is possible when-
ever agreement can be reached re what is high, medium, and low quality. 
Practicability dr3pends upon the characteristics of goods and their di vi.si-
bility into a reasonable number of classes on some accurate basis, their 
different uses, ·variance from the established standards from place to place, 
time to time, etc., perishability, ability to be subjected to objective 
tests, ~sample - abilityn, complexity of their individual characteristics, 
and flexibility of the standards which dictate their grades. 
2. Characteristics of Products and Grade Boundaries Dictated. 
In the first place, we must observe that the problem of grading 
differs vv.ith respect to food products and manufactured goods. Fred C. 
Clark * * * ha.s observed: 
uone charac:teristic in partim:d.ar distinguishes the manufactured 
products from farm products; that is, the ability of the producer 
to control the quality of his product -- to standardize products 
and methode: of production so that it can be told, in advance, with-
in narrow Jimits just what each successive product will be like." 
On the other hruLd, food products come from the soil or are of animal 
origin. Some ru~e processed, but others are not, and quality can only be 
controlled within wide limits. Now at present, it is with this class of 
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good that we are chiefly concerned. 
The nurnber and type of grades are determined, of course, by the 
complexity of thEl product. All of one crop of peaches will be approximately 
the same, and perhaps only four to six grades will be required, but for 
practically everJr different product or variety, separate standards must be 
set up because proaucts differ so much. Such divisions may seem confusing, 
but in actual practice the buyer's confusion is mitigated by the narrowed 
choice which results. 
If, to satisfy those who oppose the establishment of a lengthy 
series of grades and to suit products which do not vary significantly 
from one individual unit to another, we set up only a small number of 
grades, it is evident that a great amormt of leeway will be found within 
these grade boundaries. Arbitrary grade lines may mean that the variation 
within a grade may be greater than that between two products of different 
grades which are close to the same grade line. This is particularly con-
fusing in the case of different grades sold by the same producer. In the 
case of a scoring system, the difference between grades B and C may vary 
from 1 to 30 pojnts, for example, although a narrower margin is repre-
sented for indi,~dual characteristics. 
Nevert heless, this leeway gives producers a chance to develop 
a demand for th13ir particular brands. Individual products remain interest-
ing because grading in basic factors has not stifled individualism. In 
Canada, within the "Choice11 grade are two divisions "Top Choice" and 
"Off Choice", w~d packers label these two divisions to differentiate be-
tween them. Fo:r example, Canadian Canners Ltd. use their Aylmer label for 
Top Choice quality and their Dominion label for Off Choice, and National 
Grocers Compa.n.y Ltd. use Red and White and Gold Medal labels. This procedure 
has been followed in the United States as well. Libby, McNeil and Libby 
label only the best of their packs "Libby", although other product lines 
are Rosedale, Hillsdale, Brookdale, etc. 
A company, in criticism has pointed out that if a product is 
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below score in on.e character, it cannot be placed in a higher division even 
though its total score merits it, and those who consider~ factor un-
important are misled. Similarily, a score placing a good~ within a 
gi-ven grade may represent a different combination of scoring f actors. How-
ever, we must remember that the scoring system is not an inherent part of 
grading and is merely used for increased precision which may actually intro-
duce an element of misrepresentation to the process. This will be dealt with 
in sub-section 3 .. 
3. Fitting Gr.ading Requirements to Standardized Uses. 
Seconctly, the number and types of grades are determined by con-
sumer demand, and grades must be set up according to the percentage of the 
market which will absorb inferior goods, superior goods, etc. Thus each 
section of the market must be considered in order that maximum sales be 
reached. However, any division of the product for application to the mar-
ket implies a similar division of the market, and consumer preference varies 
greatly among different people, who give different weight to the various 
factors considered in the buying process and who use the products for many 
different purposes. 
The problem is multiplied manifold by the use of multiple-factor 
grades, for many· claim that no such thing as composite quality exists and 
that the value to individual consumers of any rating scale depends on its 
selection and weighting of individual characteristics. If this does not 
conform to the c:onsumer,s needs and desires, its combined results are useless, § 
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and descriptive labelling has been suggested as a more helpful system. * 
It is true that there are a great many people for whom to esta-
blish these standards and that there is seldom a 11 best" in general, even 
for staple goods, as what is "best" depends on purposes and conditions of 
use and on the te.ste of the user. Some characteristics can definitely !!.Q1 
be graded on a quality scale. 
"We should not grade label sweethearts, although admittedly consumers 
make no cho:l.ce in all their li vas in which they hope more desperately 
to obtain h:l.gh quality and long wear." * * 
However, the grading of individual qualities, if measurable, can help 
studious shopperB and a more general classification would help even more, 
for even though 1ve grant that general "quality" does not exist, the service-
ability-in-use of many everyday products which cater to a fairly standardized 
taste may well h3 classified in order to save time and effort on the part of 
the shopper. It remains the responsibility of the grader to set product 
standards upon the uses and desires of the majority of those who comprise 
the product market. 
4. Changes in Factors in Different Places and at Different Times. 
Another problem is that of lack of uniformity in products from 
place to place and season to season. Different climates and soils affect 
quality, and the characteristics of the same product vary in different re-
gions. Thus grG.des are apt to be too high in some regions and too low in 
others, and consumers will remain dissatisfied. The producers' protests, 
too, must be anticipated, for packs in some areas might not reach Grade A 
quality. The same problem exists with brands, and different ways to meet it 
have been attemJ>ted. Varieties may be specified in setting up standards, 
grades may be wide enough to include all varieties, or separate standards 
may be establish ed for products from different places. For example, U.S. 
Department of Ag:riculture citrus fruit grades have been set up for Florida 
and Texas, and California and Arizona. ~ 
Time variations present several problems. Products vary accord-
ing to the stage of maturity at which they are picked. Secondly, yearly 
changes mean that producers cannot market the same amounts of each ,grade 
from season to season, but grades have been established so that some meet 
minimum standards of each grade in poor seasons. 
To overcome these difficulties agricultural organizations and 
government agencies have done all they can to standardize products --
distribute seed, supply information, irrigate, etc. Of course, the grad-
ing system cannot prevent a serious shortage of products of one grade, but 
at least the consumer is informed re the qualities he is able to procure, 
whereas in the absence of such a system, products which differ are sold 
under the same name and through the same channels, and quality variations 
are not adequately indicated. 
At this point, we should also observe that the perishability of 
products affectB the· practicability of grading. Producers are naturally . 
anxious to recei ve a fair price, and yet consumers do not wish to be the 
victims of qual:L t Jr deterioration, and the grading system may fail. This 
problem has been solved in three ways. Goods may be roughly graded at the 
place of production and later carefully regraded at the consumer level. 
Time specifications for eggs, fresh fruits, and vegetables assure rapid 
marketing, and refrigeration has also aided quality maintenance. 
~ nvariation of Goods as a Factor Affecting Practicality of Labelsn - 5 
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5. Ease of Olbjective Evaluation. 
It is 11sually unsatisfactory to ttempt to grade goods or indi-
vidual factors o:f goods unless these may b, submitted to objective tests 
in which a practi cal procedure for i dentifyjing or measuring individual 
characteristics :Ls followed. Recently, an !additional number of scientific 
test methods haVE3 been developed, and testJng has, consequently, grown 
more dependable. New equipment L~cludes t J e saccharimeter (measuring the 
sugar content of grapes), the hydrometer ( Jesting consistency of syrup), 
I 
I 
the penetrometer (testing the consistency 9f canned products), the sali-
nometer (testing brine), and others which , easure the maturity and ten-
derness of canned fruits and vegetables. * Of course, these instruments 
are often complieated, technical, and expedsive, but their use is becoming 
I 
more widespread, and their effectiveness has been proved. 
I 
Me chant cal devices cannot be use~, however, to measure uniformity 
of si•e, color, "hape, freedom from bl.emis, , etc. , and a subjective com-
parison with a roal or mental standard must, be made. Thus accuracy depends 
I 
on the training and judgment of graders, and opponents of grading point out 
. I 
pitfalls which mi ght occur during this pro~ess. On the other hand, it might 
be wise to compru'e this risk with the fact lthat in wholesaling, growers, 
distributors, and buyers of produce risk t~ousands of dollars on subjective 
I grades. Jessie Coles found * * that in :1,942, only t wo out of sixteen 
thousand appeals re official gradings were lgranted. Thus consistency must 
have been shovm by inspectors. :Fu.rthermore, if canners can use a standard 
i 
vocabulary definod by physical tests, they have little 
to question the ostablishment of A.B.C. gra]:ding on the 
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determinable fac t ors. ~ 
6. SubjectivE~ Measurements. 
The c~Lef factor which is subjecuively measured, in many cases, 
is flavor., and there are two schools of thoLght concerning the process of 
evaluation of this product characteristic. I Some say that flavor is a func-
tion of objectively measurable qualities and that it remains more or less 
constant if they do. In other words, imme1surable characteristics may be 
directly related to those which are easily 
1
determined. Thus the freshness 
of an egg is determined by the size of its laircell, the texture and dura-
bility of textiles, by the number of threa+ per inch, and the flavor of 
food, by its col<>r, texture, etc. In Canada this assumption is considered 
valid. Canned goods are not graded for fltr and testing merely insures 
that food is not contaminated by foreign mj terial. 
Those belonging to the second sc,ool realize that jud~ent of 
flavor, etc. varies from user to user and grader to grader. Thus they 
feel that such q11alities are immeasurable Jnd cannot be used as a basis 
I for grading. A gradeA peach may have '"all lthe physical things a peach 
ought to have to get a Ph. D", ~ * but a drade will mean nothing when 
its taste is so · :Lmportant. Grades includ~g subjective measurements are 
inaccurate, inco11stant, and unenforceable. Forty-four hundred men, each 
grading according to his ovm judgment, ca.rmot incriminate a canner for 
mislabelling. Flavor factors, etc. are lo+ in the lumping process and 
lack verification with reference to objective standards. 
However, grades which do not include subjectively measured 
qualities are misleading. When descriptiv~ labelling accompanies such 
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partial grades, :Lt is merely implied that the grade covers all factors. 
Furthermore, unseored factors will vary without indication. Mr. Albert 
E. Haase, of the Brand Names Research Foundation, Incorporated, stated that 
no grading system can be reliable if vi tal factors cannot be measured or 
are matters of taste, and that grade labelling is generally unscientific 
and can be appli1:!d to only a few goods. * 
Now, it is true that taste varies with food habits, race, training, 
state of health, background, surrounding conditions, etc., but it is only 
~factor contributing to all-round quality, and grading~ still be use-
ful without it. If disagreement re the measurement of a few qualities 
continues, the standardization and appropriate classification of all other 
qualities will br~ ignored. In the Roper study, covering 7500 women, 00% 
of the suggested characteristics of canned foods for grading purposes re-
ferred to those eovered by U.S. standards, excluding taste, flavor, etc. 
Miss Duggan * * describes a test in which twelve out of nineteen people 
of similar back~round r ated gradeA tomatoes as first in flavor. Ten of 
the nineteen rated the gradeC product as fifth with regard to flavor, when 
it was compared with four other samples. This test indicates some uniform-
i ty of judgment 1md some correlation with other characteristics used in 
grading. 
However , advocates of the grading of subjective qualities should 
temper their arguments to ~ degree, for the grading of products such as 
cigarettes and pr~rfume, which depend l ar gely for their sales upon individ-
ual tastes and product differentiation, cannot, of course, be standardized. 
Similarily, buyb1g habits will modify scientific classifications. For 
example, the Chatham Manufacturing Company thought that heat insulation was 
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the most importru1t factor in the purchase of bedding, but found that paper 
far exceeded their product as far as this quality was concerned! Also, 
Bureau of Sta.."ldards test proved that chiffon hose outwear service weight! * 
Nevertheless, if flavor can be described, this is perhaps best done by a 
grade designation, for word descriptions are apt to be difficult. 
Style Laerchandise is also difficult to classify, although the 
labelling of many such products with regard to other characteristics, 
including materi~us, construction, etc., may be desirable. 
7. Flexibili t,;y: ,of. Specifications. 
It is argued that mandatory standards are not easily changed, 
for governments are very slow-movlng bodies, and the National Bureau of 
Standards has pointed out that the maintenance of new specifications with-
in existing grades could not be easily kept current enough to stimulate 
industrial incentive. 
However, government has merely helped industry to establish 
standards and wiJ~ perrnit changes as the latter seeks adjustments in accord 
with dynamic com~umer demands. After all, it seems axiomatic that men can 
always change that upon which they primarily agree, and Canada's provisions 
have been amended from time to time to meet current conditions. 
B. Grade Markinp; Terminology. 
If we assume for the moment that grading can be effectively 
utilized, we mus t develop ·s·imple and meaningful terms to be used on product 
e. labels, in adverti~ments, etc. Grades should be indicated in a manner which 
is not technical;, is easily understood, and informs the buyer automatically 
of the grading seale. It should not mislead consumers by piling up super-
la.tives and thus hiding specification changes. One example of concealed top 
* 6o 
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grades is evidenic; in the Hollyvvood influence upon olive grading. The 
smallest product is "Largen, and as size becomes increasingly greater, 
grades are :rtExtru. Large", "Jumbo", "Colossal", and nsuper Colossaltr * . 
Also, the use of A for the highest quality has the disadvantage that no 
higher letter is available, and we find eggs graded AA and plated silver 
marked Al, Al·f, 1\..A, :XX,XXX, and :XX:XX. This problem must be kept in mind, 
although it is rather unlikely that improvement in goods vlill be as rapid 
in the fut~lre as it has been in the past twenty years. In any case, termi-
nology should convey the same meaning to both buyer and seller. 
Now, 1 2 3 or A B C markings better suggest quality distinction 
than Fancy, Choiee, and Standard labels, but they suggest a simplicity and 
definiteness whieh do not exist, for often it is impossible to fit products 
into a few defin~te classifications. We must also consider the psycholo-
gical effect of the use of grades B and lower. A large proportion of each 
pack cannot be ~~ade A, or the principle of grading would be defeated, and 
although it represents about the same food value, it will be harder to sell 
and farmers, caru1ers, and even ultimate consumers will be affected. A C.A.B. 
survey of the Cru1adian market revealed the conviction that C indicates in-
ferior quality 3£ * , and since the greatest amo~mt of business is now done 
within this clasBification, the total sales of canned goods would certainly 
be affected. Th:is reaction might also induce misbranding on the part of 
manufacturers producing low-grade goods. However, the consumer should be 
wise enough to soe that only a certain part of the crop can become grade A, 
and that B might suit her purpose well. Thus the effectiveness with which 
these difficulties can be overcome depends upon the extent of consumer 
education. 
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An examination of other grading terms indicates that many are 
too lyric, rather than practical, and lack standardization. Some are 
confusing, and most are susceptible to misinterpretation, since they need 
to be broad to cover the variations within each grade. 
In conelusion, it should be remembered that no grade labelling 
terminology preludes informative labelling, standardized vocabulary, grade 
definitions, and other explanations which may help to clarify product 
classification. 
c. Attitudes of and Benefits to Consumers. 
Succes:3 of grade labelling in the industrial field does not 
necessarily point. to success at the consumer level, for the number and 
variety of peoplt:l to be pleased in the latter case presents a striking 
contrast against that in the former. The confusion of these people has al-
ready been indicated in Chapter II and is sufficient to merit a discussion 
of the attitude of consumers towards grading as an aid to them in their 
predicament. 
The cousumer dollar vote as reflected by purchases of American 
graded goods is an inadequate expression of buyers' attitudes towards 
grades because not all products are graded and offered at the retail level 
on the basis of quality competition. Evidence has been presented that ex-
perience with vo:Luntary A B C grade labelling has not proved that grading 
is informative to consumers or desired by them. !£ The only way to measure 
consumer attitudc3 by observing purchases of graded goods . is to actually 
reqttire that all goods be graded according to given specifications. 
SeconQLy, it is difficult to judge consumer reactions, since re-
presentation of buyers is so difficult. Housewives are not used to being 
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called conslliners and joining with others to solve mutual problems. It is 
i mpossible to organize consumers, for they have too many interests and are 
not anxiously seeking to join lobbying groups. The press cannot carry on 
a huge campaign to bring consumer problems to a common denominator. ~ The 
so-called "professional friendstt of the consumer are to be viewed with 
some caution ~ *' and many leaders are apt to be theoretical whereas house-
wives are completel y practical. Consumer consciousness is growing, although 
many consumers actually do not know what t hey want. The government is ma.k-
ing an effort to protect this unorganized group. Suggestions regarding 
consumer departments, congressional committees, and model statutes for the 
protection of the consumer have been put forward, but these would tend to 
become political and would no doubt find it burdensome to integrate con-
sumer opinions. Thus consumer interests, for lack of adequate leadership, 
are apt to be mistreated in the strif e between l abor, industry, and go·r-
vernment. 
Polls and the opinions of marketing experts, etc. do give some 
indication of the knowledge and opinions of the general public regarding 
grading, although evidence may be secured for either side. 
No interest or no demand for grading, and even active opposition 
in some cases, has been indicated by several surveys. An investigation 
conducted in seventeen states by Nell B.Nichols ~ ~ * indicated that 
most women knew little of grading and f avored descriptive mar ks. The 
Roper study of l94l found no active demand for grade labels among 7500 
housewives. * R * * In 1943, Philip Salisbury again concluded that there 
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was no great demand for grading and that only one woman in five had 
noticed voluntary A B C markings. * Later, a survey of housewives by 
the Grocery Manufacturers of America supported the negative viewpoint, * * 
and a 1946 report of the Wage EarneY: Forum, sponsored by Macfadden Publi-
cations, Inc., revealed greater receptivity to descriptive labelling than 
to grading among housewives of the wage earner group. * * * Early in 
1947, results of a G.M. A. research study indicated indifference toward label 
aesignations and especa?i.lly grades * * * * , and later in the same year, a 
survey conducted by the Brand Names Foundation * * * * * showed growing 
objections to grade labelling. 
Robert Lynd has pointed out that people will not support govern-
ment standards unless they make buying extremely easy. Although they like 
products to be stylish and individualistic, they will sacrifice lO",.b of 
11 allure11 for a 30% to 40% diminution in runs in hose. * * * * * * His 
opinion is strengthened by that of Professor Hotchkiss, who states that 
the public demand for official regulation of quality is not strong and not 
increasin g, sinc•s such regulation would merely emphasize theoretical pro-
duct merits, and supply would be stratified at three levels such that con-
sumers might be •compelled to accept a quality which they did not desire. He 
concludes that consumers will not meekly submit to such regimentation, espe-
cially in the case of comforts and luxuries. * * * * * * * Finally, Harold 
E. Green agrees that new regulations are not desired. * * * * * * * * 
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In somE3 cases, this opposition or indifference was due to con-
fusion re the grading issue, and the need for consumer education is in-
dicated to some degree. The Nichols, G.M.A. and Macfadden studies of.fer 
proof of this confusion, and further surveys supporting them include the 
Roper Study *' the Salisbury Study * * , which pointed out that only 5% of 
those questioned had received any in.formation about grade labelling from 
any source, and a Mi~waukee Journal Survey of 1944. * * * 7E!J, of a Parents 
Magazine panel of Consumer Advisors (2000 readers) were similart l y unsure 
of grade meaning~!. * * * * A C.A.B. report suggested that the fact that 
little discrimination has been shown in Canada between Fancy, Choice, and 
Standard quality products indicates a lack of consumer appreciation of the 
significance of t.he symbols. 
Firms adopting voluntary grading may trade on the mistaken belief 
of many consumera that grade A is synonymous with 1tbest", and to prevent 
such exploitatior1, should mandatory grade labelling be passed, an educa-
tional system teaching consumers not only to want good things but also to 
choose them inteJUigently would be necessary. Moves have been made in this 
direction, but not in proportion to the consumers growing confusion. In 
1928, the consumer had to choose, for example, between 10,000 brands of 
wheat flour, 4500 brands of canned corn, and 1000 brands of canned peaches, 
* * * * * and, of course, the number of brands has recently spiralled up-
wards. Surely i t would be easier to eliminate consumer confusion regarding 
a simple grading system than to continue to hope that buyers might grow to 
understand the complex:i. ties of brand marketing. 
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There is evidence that educational moves have been somewhat 
effective in Canada. For a time, the Canadian consumer was unwise and un-
concerned about grades. The director of an Institute maintained by one of 
Toronto's leading women's magazines said: 
uwomen do not always buy as intelligently as they might ••• Some edu-
cation work has been done and is being done; many more women than 
formerly do take advantage of this protection and are more definite 
in their grocery orders .u 3£ 
The N .C.A. reported that only one consumer in four in Canada lmew grade 
labels existed. However, advertising men agree that only a limited per-
centage of peoplEl are conscious of any high-powered campaign, and with the 
language difficuJ.ty in Canada, this is a relatively good showing. * * 
The Ontario Markelting Board, a government organization which helps the far-
mers, has increaf:ed consumer confidence and has taught consumers how to buy 
effeciently on the basis of. grades, partially through issuing grade labelling 
bulletins, and the retailer has taught his customers about the different 
grades prescribed for different uses. Although consumers may not specify 
a grade name, thety describe the type of product they want from past ex-
perience. * * * Increase in the sales of Fancy and Choice qualities may be 
evidence that consumers are paying attention to grading. * * * * 
On the other hand, corresponding proof ma7 be offered regarding 
enthusiasm for grading. Supporting surveys include the Printers Ink Jury . 
of Marketing Opinion * * * * *' the Roper Survey of 1941, which concluded 
that over one-haJ.f liked the idea but did not think it necessary, and that 
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one-third though1i it should be carried out * (The G.M.A. Survey of 1943 
showed that Roper's 32% had increased to 4?!JI,, while his 51% had decreased 
to '27% * * ) , a 1941 - 3 survey in Pennsylvania * * * , Salisbury's 
Survey, which co11cluded that two out of three preferred A B C * * * * , and 
the U.S. Inspectt3d Foods Educational Service Survey. * * * * * The Associa-
tion of University Women's "Study Guide on Buying Problems" favors manda-
tory standards as well. * * * * * * Consumers demonstrated their opposition 
to descriptive labelling proposals in an active manner during the thirties. 
It is evident that consumers favor grading especially when some sections of 
industry advocate it. They are growing weary o"f being exploited and are 
anxious to be helped. Regulations have been well received by the Canadian 
consumer, who has been able to get exactly what she pays for when goods are 
graded. * * * * * * * 
Indeed, the consumer reaps many benefits from such a program, 
which provides intelligent price comparisons in light of quantity and 
quality, quality suited to need, aid in purchasing goods in closed packages, 
protection to health, tests for truthful advertising, and a narrower and 
simpler choice among the numerous and varying brands which today exceed the 
needs of consumers. Grading helps the consumer buy by specification, cuts 
returns, saves time, eliminates lengthy decisions re quality so he can choose 
re style, etc.,. and facilitates telephone and mail order buying and self 
service. 
The nhoice of fresh, canned, or £r ozen foods depends upon the best 
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buy. Many consumers play safe and select fresh goods. Some do their own 
canning, at the expense of time and labor and perhaps money and quality, if 
they cannot determine the quality of prepared foods. Frozen foods still 
maintain some novelty and enjoy a large and increasing market. Canned foods 
are easily prepared, are compact, can be stored, may cost less, and represent 
better quality. However, the record of the annual pack has not been too en-
couraging, and its increase depends upon the satisfaction of the consumers 
who, were they able to see the relationship between price and quality, would 
be greatly helped. * Some still say that total sales will decrease when 
people see that each unit is not grade A, but in Canada, a gradual growth 
of the canning i:o.dustry has occurred since grading was introduced. 
11The consumption of the various grades ••• has gradually increased, 
and ••• the people are fast learning to buy the quality of goods which 
they need for their particular use, and they are therefore able to buy 
more intelligently." * * 
It seems only logical that any system making purchases more intelligent and 
prices fairer in terms of quality would increase the sales of products of a 
desirable nature. 
Doubtless, whether successful or not, the movement for grading 
will continue to gain impetus, and if we can prove that price will fall or 
remain constant and that quality will not deteriorate, we can assume that 
consumers will get a higher standard of living. Under these assumptions, 
benefits to consumers cannot be questioned, and all consumers would be en-
thusiastic. 
D. Attitudes of and Benefits to Producers and Middlemen. 
A mandatory grading system would provide similar benefits to all 
types of business men, for grading 
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!-protects l1onest producers against the quality adulteration of un-
ethical competitors. 
II - expose:3 chisellers who are misrepresenting goods and practising 
fraud, such that industry, as a whole, and consumers do not suffer, and 
rewards competent, reliable businessmen. 
III - gives small business a chance ( and all business originates 
with the small fi~. 
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IV - builds a foundation for fairer competition vdthin grade classi-
fications and reduces discouraging losses, litigation, etc., caused by un-
fair practices. 
V - eliminates consumer skepticism and mistrust of goods and builds 
goodwill. 
VI - lessen::~ consumer complaints and increases consumer satisfaction 
in goods of all grades, thus increasing turnover (especially of staples), 
average and totaL sales, and profits. 
VII - increases the standard of living of the consumer and hence the 
success of busin,:lSS, since the fortunes of buyers and sellers are inter-
dependent. 
VIII - establishes yardsticks for classifying product characteristics 
and performance, yet leaves latitude for variation and initiative. 
IX - forms a basis for promotion of products, backed up by brand names 
and reputations. 
X - makes assumption of responsibility for product quality more 
plausible. 
XI - simplifies assortments and reduces inventory investments. 
XII- emphasizes quality merchandise which carries prestige and high 
profits. 
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XIII - increases the efficiency of buying and handling goods, which 
in the past have been accompanied by indifference, carelessness, and dis-
honesty, whereby little concern for consumer quality preference has been 
displayed, no check on quality upon receipt of goods has been made, and 
lower grades have been handled as top quality in order to meet competition. 
XIV - tightens and improves inspection regulations, t hereby encouraging 
satisfactory production. 
XV - buoys 11p the laggards, increasing the efficiency of the manu-
facturing procesB in exchange for an added premium or pr ice jump. 
XVI - makes advertising more effective and helps i t command greater 
public confidence. 
XVII - builds more successful salesmen, and helps to impress upon 
personnel the adYantages of given products. 
XVIII - supplants the necessity of selling by sample 
~,... 
an in~enience 
and extra cost. ( American packers now sell largely by sample and spend 
thousands of doll ars annually, whereas the Canadian grading system has 
reduced sampling to a minimum. ) 
XIX - simplifies distant transactions. 
XX - makes mass selling possible. 
XXI - saves time necessary to guide purchases and explain labels. 
XXII - Standardizes the language of transactions. 
XXIII - decr-eases customer returns and lessens markdowns. 
XXIV - reduees transportation costs and facilitates distribution. 
(Certain areas ill Canada demand different grades, and there is no need for 
sending large quantities of other grades to establishments in these districts. 
This may well be the case in this COLUltry .) 
XXV - aids :Ln the financing of marketing operations through bank loans, 
warehouse loans Eltc. 
Some procuers oppose - actively or passively, or at least show 
little interest j~, grading at the consumer level, although t hey cannot 
say they disapprove of the t echnique, since they empl oy..- " it am9-Un. g them-
selves. Some are simply satisfied with the status quo or f ear regimenta-
tion, red tape, ~md bureaucracy. Others feel no responsibility to t he 
consumers, think the consumers need no aid, or believe that grading would 
harm consumer choice and contribute to unemployment and falling purchasing 
power. A few are too busy producing to contemplate distribution problems 
and perhaps feel that grading would only complicate distribntion and per-
haps decrease to-tal sales. Many producers favor descriptive l abelling, ·and 
of course t hose 1vho sell inferior goods oppose the grading movement. Large 
advertisers fear grading's effect ori branding and the threat of small busi-
ness, for such a sys tem would deprive aggressive producers of just rewards 
for increasing t he demand for their particular products. Now it is true 
that producers s hould be on their toes - not negatively, but to make sure 
that legislation is good for all. 
Many p:roducers, on the other hand, are proponents of grading, 
especially smaller canners, etc. producing unfamiliar brands. They are 
supported by som(3 of the large, independent processors, and t heir enthusiasm 
is indicated by the fact that the U.S. voluntar y inspection service has had 
to refuse many applications because of t he abundance of firms desiring to 
uti lize this f acility. A C.A.B. report shows that Canadian canners are well 
disposed toward the existing system * , for they feel that market stability, 
orderly marketing, and f air trade practices are thus served. Perhaps this 
Canadian interest is caused by the f act that Canadian advertisers have not 
been able to build up as effective quasi-monopolies and price differentials 
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through product differentation. Chief Canning Inspector C.S. McGillivray 
said: 
11Practically all ggod~. reliable packers are in complete agreement with 
the standards ••• We have no serious disputes with the packers. A very 
good evidence of this is that during the sixteen years these regulations 
have been used, we have never had a lawsuit." * 
W .R. Dryman, General Ma._11ager of Canadian Canners Ltd.1 said: 
nwe r ather welcome the visit of the government i nspectors for the 
reason that they give us a double check on quality at our factories, 
and on the ~mole, we find the inspectors are helpful r ather than other-
wise.n * 2E 
J.S. Willis, of Canada Packers Ltd. stated: 
11In our experience, this system works admirably. It is most unusual 
for a carmer to ta."ke exception to the grading by the inspector, and we 
do not thinili: a single reputable canner on this country would be in f avor 
of going back to the hit-or-miss method of selling canned goods on the 
canners own grading alone. The government grading is, of course, as 
much a protection to the canner as it is to the buyer." * * * 
Distributors are generally more interested in grading than pro-
ducers. Retaile~·s who oppose grading include dishonest merchants, those who 
f avor descriptive l abelling as set forward by the N.C.R.C., and small mer-
chants dependent· orr .national brands who get a higher margin for service and 
convenience factors for quality which is offered by larger stores at a re-
duced price. Large scale merchandisers, who have private brands, for example 
the A and P, are avid supporters of product standar dization. Also, the 
N.R.D.G.A. has represented large groups of retailers in grading experiments. 
Grading is generally favored by all t ypes of Canadian retailers, who are 
inspired to suppJ.y all information re grades, etc., not so much by the fear 
of prosecution a~l by the reali zation that grading is a reasonable policy. 
The few retailerH who have been tempted to chisel have been brought into line 
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by sheer persuasion a.:-1d the fact that bad publicity might affect them. * 
J. Milton Cork , President and General Manager of Loblaw Groceterias, a food 
chain, says that grades have provided very fine guidance in buying, while an 
independent retailer of Ottawa said that they saved small grocers from the 
competition of chains. * * 
Some wholesalers, 'particularly th0se distributing to small re-
tailers, have joined the opposition and have been represented by the 
National - .American Wholesale Grocers Association, which claimed confusion 
fu~ong customers , lowering of packing and distribution standar ds, injt~ to 
growers, and lack of effective enforcement measures. However, this oppo-
sition is not as strong as that of producers. 
As long as consumers need aid in becoming more effective buyers, 
producers' and distributors' attitudes will have to be directed so they favor 
educational movements , for thej,r success hinges upon their customers ' know-
ledge and purchases . 
E. Effect on Brands and Advertising. 
Adverti ~:ing men, editors, l arge scale producers, etc. have raised 
widespread opposition to grading on the basis that it would injure brands 
and advertising . Now brru1.ds and trademar ks, which, alon g with good·will 
have cost millions of dollars to build up , are the private property of pro-
ducers and are entitled to protection. American business has encouraged 
individual effort to mruce things better through competition by product 
diff erentiation, Emd the government has protected menufacturers ' rights to 
brands. 
However.,. although opponents "buy-by-grade" campaigns are backed 
by an unlimited p11rse and conducted by cheaper methods than those available 
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to industry, theJ' will never t hreaten the existence of brands . Brands 
and grades both guide purchases, but brands also guar antee service and 
satisfaction beyond qucdi t y, a s well as quality in many cases. Thus product 
differentiation c:an continue by varying flavor , style , package , etc . Brand 
choice exists wi t P..in grade classifications and even beyond grade boundaries 
to the extent tha.t consumers either lack information re quality r ati ngs or 
wish to dis count graded quality in favor of non-graded f actors which pro-
vide extra satisfaction . It is also self-evident that the best foods are 
made by established adverti sers who have their names at stake. Thus t heir 
brands vlill not be wiped out. For example, the government, which buys by 
quality specification, purchases ether on the basis of 11 quality of Squibb 
or equivalent." * Surveys show that consumers vlill continue to buy by 
br&~d. * * Concrete evidence of t he continuing eY~stence of brand differ-
entiation is shown in the fact that the advertised excellence of some brands 
secured a higher price than that for similar products within the s ame grade 
classification. A U.S. packed Fancy aspar agus was outselling rivals, although 
" l 2~¢ higher t han one and 42¢ higher than another . * * * Canners u_nder U. S . D. A. 
i nspection successfully us e brands , grades , and advertising . 
In f act, brands may well increase with grading requirements . New 
brands and private brands will be given a better start and better support 
with quality markings , and some canners will introduce new brands for each 
product grade produced, as in Canada, where Canadian Canners use .Aylmer Red 
and Green l abels f or Choice and Fancy quality and Lynn Valley and Maple Leaf 
brands for Standard quality . Similarf ly, Canadian Packers use York and Devon 
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brands for First and Sta...ndard grades . 
Grading will also tend to improve the standing of existing bra...nds. 
It carries on from the point at which brand l abelling stops and assures the 
brand purchaser that the product meets or exceeds standar d specifi cations , 
thus providing a concrete selling point and fortifying the brand name. A 
general reliance becomes specific, and brands serve their purpose more con-
cretely. Of course, individual brands may rise or fall in public favor , and 
each ca1n1ot count upon grading as a definite guarantee of its permanence. 
Actually , it is a. way for t he national brander to s ay, 11 I told you so. 11 An 
0 .P . A. official said t ln t grading had not discouraged branding and advertis-
ing, * and a st.udy xi! canned goods indicated that 71.6% of those who had 
noticed grade l abel s ner e more f avorably inclined toward brands. * * 
Actually Vel7 few canners advertise consistently on a national 
scale, bu:C some s.ay the need for advertising will decrease. However, B.F. 
Hustoh, Editor of' the Canadian Grocer said: 
11In my opinion the advertis Lng linage in publications in the Uni ted 
States woulc. not be affected." * * * 
I n a fair, unfixed horserace, horses do not tie, and as long as there are 
brands , advertisjng will exist to claim t heir superiority within grades and 
even across gr ade bom1daries. In spite of grading, there are many other 
appeals left (emoti onal, price, social, special usage, news etc.); consumer 
education will supply additional copy (re grade divisions, uses of different 
qualities, price in terms of quality, stocking different qualities , etc.); 
a..."l.d advertising has even been used to point out the dangers of grade label-
~"'"' . ling ! Grading vdll further trut~~ul advertising and eliminate exa ggerated 
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clait'ns, thus increasing consumer good"I'Iill and establishing smmder advert:U 
j ing ethics. Ad,rertisers wo1.:tld have ·a better chance to speak r atiom:tlly 
about quality benefits. Finally, the new system would suggest persuasive 
methods r ather thm1 forcing decisions upon uneducated consumers. 
Canadi an experience is encouraging. ~tress is still placed on 
brand names, although quality grade mar ks have assu.med greater significance 
than formerly. G£n adi an C ruL~ers Ltd., t he l ar gest producers in Canada, are 
likewise the largest advertis ers , and through advertising expenditures , 
their branded products command a premium over non-advertised competitive 
products. They r eel that brand advertising is as effective as ever in pro-
mating product excellence * and feature brand names r ather than grades 
(which are repre:;ented by brands), although advertising quality brands more 
extensively . Ad·vertising is concentrated where purchasing power justifies 
the promotion of t his higher quality. * * This pattern is followed by 
other Canadi an producer s, and space taken by ca_'Ylning advertisers in Canadian 
publicationshas certainly not decreased, for an accurate i dentification by 
grade is not incompatible ~lith a colorful description of qualities incapable 
of standardization. Representatives of Canad;an Grocer, Macleans,National 
Home Monthly (of Winnipeg), Canadi an Advertising ~Cl Marketing, state that 
volume of advertising has not been adversely affected and have no compl aints 
re grading 's effect upon sale ::: of advertising space . * * * 
F. Effect of Pr~ces. 
It is improbable that grading woLtid cause a standardization of 
prices within quality groups. Of course, the price differential will be 
reduced t o the extent that consumers are grade conscious and discern no 
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difference in ungraded qualities . In the case of a high-jrunp competition, 
no reward is given if a contestant clears a f ive-foot barrier by six inches , 
but a premium for goods vrithin a grade classification may be reali zed if 
better than the qual~ ty minimum is proved or if an appeal is off ered t .b .. rough 
non-graded factor~:: . 
NaturaJ~y, a price spread between products of di fferent grades 
will exist because of quality differences , with the exception of upsets 
caused by consumer ignorance or preference for non-graded characteristics. 
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A gene::-al increase in price may occur in three cases . Cost of 
grading may be high, although this is improbable, and may be added to the 
price of the goods. However U.S. continuous inspection costs are small, al-
though t hey vary with kind of grading, size of packer's operations, etc . 
Charges runount to about one cent per case . This cost covers adEinistration 
and salary and expenses of inspectors and depends upon hours of plant opera-
tion, nrunber of packing lines, number of goods packed simultaneously , etc. 
Inspection costs of lots not under continuous inspection are based upon qua..TJ.-
tities graded and are likewise not exces sive . "Si milar arrangements have been 
made for U.S.D. A. inspection charges for eggs , poultry, m1tter, cheese, and 
meat. * It is usually not practicable to grade products if costs are too 
high, although some firms reduce operating costs to offse t them . In Canada , 
the negligible expense of the relatively few inspectors needed ( becaus e of a 
different system of inspection ) is char ged to government expendi t ures, end 
the only expense borne by producers is for samples, which do not cause a 
rise in the pricn of t heir products . Some brands and products can claim an 
increased price , for t hey gain presti ge when t heir superior quality is 
k11ovm . This is only f air and is balanced by a decrease in the price of poorer 
* nrvlay Grade Labelling Affect Prices of Consuiner Goods ? 11 - 5 
quality goods . An increase may also occur if demand concentrates on one 
grade , but this i s improbable . 
Price will remain constant f or goods which stay in the same re-
l Qtive position - for example, advertised goods which are of high quality 
and cannot char ge more merely becaus e a grade is added. 
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A general decrease in price occurs , in t he f irst pl ace, if an 
increase i n price competition i s s timulated by the f a.ct t ha t quality is known . 
This would lead to price cutting, etc. and a sacrifice of mar gins by pro-
ducers ~~d dealers. Secondly, ther e vd ll be a uelcome cut in the price of 
goods which have for merly claimed a higher quality than has actually been 
the case . Finally, it is very possible that grading will lower costs to the 
consu~er through reduced wastes in production ~~d distribution, if savings 
are passed on in the fon n of lower retail prices . 
It seems more plausible t hat the l at ter t wo conditions , involving 
constant or decreased prices , will prevail, and under this asswnption, vli t h 
constant or i ncreasing quality, real income will not be threat ened and will 
probably be increased, and consumers viill enjoy an i mproved standard of 
living . 
G. Effect on .Q;ua.;t.i ty. 
Before official standar ds for quality and quantity were set up , 
many examples of var-ying quantity and quality could be found . In Canada, a 
s arnple o.f 148 ca .1s of "heavy syrup" strawberries, repr esenting 54 packers , 
differ ed in net ·~!eight by 6.16 ourices and in drained weight by 6.21 ounces, 
although cans were the same size. There was also a variation of 31.5% in 
sugar content. In the United States similar s tudies showed considerable 
variation, en d it may be concluded that little relationship bet ween qu~~tity 
and qualit y and price existed and that brands and l abels were not dependable 
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gui des in all ca se:>. * 
A B C l abelling seemed to be t he c:mswer to qualit y di f f erences, 
although some felt that lower gTade quality wol.J~d be given a 11 bad mar k" and 
t hat its constunption wo1:tld decrease. In Can ada, this .-a s the consumer's 
first reaction. The consumer s howed a preference for the hi gher grades, and 
sales of Fm1cy and Choice increa sed . This, however, di d not meru! t hat the 
other grades ~ere not wru1t ed , for deme~d depended on the purchasing power of 
the buyers. Store s in po-or er dis t r i cts stock lower quality mercha...Yldise , and 
t he opposite situa tion may also be folmd . * * However, vvi t h consumer edu-
cation, di f ferent qualities for di f f erent needs will be bought by all, and 
in any case, no qu ality wi ll suffer. 
Quality seems to have been f airly r eported . One study indicates 
t hat 6o% of the goods were t he s ame quality as t heir l abel indicated , while 
31% v~ere poor er and 9% were better. A later s tudy showed tha t t hes e fi gures 
had changed to 90?(,, 3%, and 7fo. * * * 
Canners estimate t ha t 10% of t heir pa ck will be Fancy quality , 50% 
Choice, and 4a'/o Standar d , end some agree t hat there is practically no demand 
for Subs tandard goods, which are pack ed in very small quantities. Fortu-
nately there is not a great deal of this quality to be pack ed. i:'l any case. 
**** 
Some fe (31, however, t ha t quality vrmtld be lower ed and that merchan-
dis e would be mea::n_u1 ed by how cheap it is r a ther t han how satisfa ctory, ho·w 
s erviceabl e , how good , how conducive to pride in ovmership, etc. They believe 
tha t qu ality would. be cut to conform to t he minimui'll s pecif ications of ea ch 
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grade, but this has not been so in Canada . The General :Manager of Canadian 
Canners Ltd. s aid: 
"We never tell a plant manager to pack to any set quali t y line. We know 
well enough that we will get all the s ta.11.dard goods we want out of the 
pack, end would certainly never make any eff ort to come dovm from the 
very best t hat we know how to pack . ~'\Te get a premium f or doing so. 11 * 
Thus canners hope that their product will classify in a grade higher than 
they expect, as t he grading is not done until the product is processed and 
car..ned . 
A degeneration of quality would follow only if standar di zation with-
in grades were assUI!led. Studies show t hat some conSUl-ners do believe this * * , 
and some do not . * * 3£ The plan i s not wise even under the assumption, as 
qual i ty mi ght slip to the lower grade. On the other hand, quality mar king, 
by grading goods up, indirectly lowers the price to the grower, hence in-
ducing decreased c:are in producing crops. Nevertheless, quality has not been 
lowered in Canada . 3£ 3£ 3£ * 
'Some expect no qua.li ty improvements. Inventors could only work vd th 
grade A merchandise, and it would be hard to incorporate improvements vd tbin 
l ower grades in l ight of competition, since producers would pack to a price 
basis. 
Finally:, grading may provide an incentive to i mprove quality . Pro-
tection against adulteration is ensured. A minimum standard still permits 
variation of quality wit hin each grade for an added premium (al though maxi-
mum grade s tandards or minimwn standards v.ri th maximu1n prices stifle improve-
ment ). Thirdly, competition i s placed upon t he basis of ac tual quality, 
which will thus ba r aised. ffi1en grading was first compulsory in Canada, 20% 
3£ 48 
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of canned goods v1e:r:e Fancy quality, 20% Choice, and 6o% Standard . Later, 
the l ast t wo figures were reversed due to quality i mprovement . ~ 
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However, no incentive to improve will eY..i.st when products receive 
an A r ating, and quality standards should be r eviewed often. As quality im-
proves ~ath technilogical chm1ge or i f dissatisfaction develops , etc., stan-
dards must be adjusted or new ones developed so improvement i s not discour aged . 
Changes should not be made too often or stability is sacrificed, and grading 
l aws should be general in nature, giving a given agency the authority to 
stipulate current specifications for grades. 
In general, it seems clear t hat quality marks will induce honest 
uality labelling ~~d a concentrated effort to i mpr ove goods . 
H. Ease of Enforcement. 
In Elizabethru1 days, spices were l abelled Bon, Mel, a..~d Opt, but 
the system failed because administration was incompetent and corrupt. Later 
London graders required t he name of the inspector along vd th t he grade, but 
t his would be i mpractical nowadays . The French method of specifying and 
supervising the manufacturing process was more likely to be adopted and has 
since been sugges-~ed . 
When a :5overnment requires gr ading, it also assumes the responsi-
bility of policin,g the system and gu ar anteeing the validity of the grades . 
It has been suggested t hat this be done by pl acing inspectors i n individual 
plants to continu~lly check product quali t y, but questions have been r ai s ed 
re how justly and efficiently such inspectors could function and how effec-
tively t he l aw would regulate t he activities of producers. An examination 
of the Canadian system will show that such problems are not void of solu-
tion. 
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Opponent:; have said that inspectors would be dishonest and in-
competent (not the majority! ), and that variations wo1.lid occur in scoring 
(although not beyond a r ange of tolerance). The more cooperative the 
producers, the mor,3 concentrated the area in whi ch goods to be inspected are 
found, the less scattered groups of goods there are, the simpler the require-
ments, the more de:fini te t he specifications at"'1d more o bj ecti ve the qualities, 
the easier it is to enforce grading requirements, but : quality of checking 
also depends on the nwnber, training, and expertness of the inspectors. The 
number of inspectors depends in turn upon the number of specifications, rigidity 
of enforcement (samples or complete pa.clces, periodical checks or continuous 
inspection, etc. ) Inspectors in Canada have had m~ny of the above points in 
their f avor and h~:.ve been accurate checkers al1d helpful to canners as well, 
vTithout causing annoyrnce. 
Administration of the grading system is the responsibility of the 
Dominion Department of Agriculture and is outlined under the appropriate acts. 
Individual canner:> are responsible for the accurate gTading ~nd l abelling of 
their ovm packs , ruld the spirit of mutual confidence Gn d real cooperation in 
which the Canadian canners and the Dominion Government approach regulation: 
problems ; is nota.oly at variance with that in the United States, where grading 
is suspec·ced as a:1 intro.sion into industry's private domain and where the 
problem of enforceability, the punishment of a few r ather than compliance of 
the many, is of prime importance. * 
Processors apply for a certificate of registration, which is given 
after inspection if sanitary and other conditions compl y . The Mi nister of 
Agric1.liture issues a numbered permit which must appear on each package mar-
keted by the producer. Labels must be submitted to the Department for 
* 21 
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approval before usa. All articl es coming under the jurisdiction of the acts 
are subject to inspection during the whole process of preparation and pack-
ing. Inspectors are allowed to enter ~~y pl ace, steamship, truck 1 or other 
vehicle used to carry articles and may inspect books, shipping bills , other 
papers, etc . Sa.r.1ple grades are tested, and if there is any question regard-
ing the accuracy of the label, goods may be marked "Held" u_"YJ.ti l a recheck is 
made in Ottawa . If mar kings are found to be incorrect, products must be re-
labelled. 
J.,.ny further disagreement may be t aken to court, although up to 
May lst, 191.)5, fe"Her than ten cases had arisen. * If regulations are not 
complied with, thn Minister may withdran the inspector, refuse certification, 
or close t he factory. * * il..rticles not conforming to the requirements are 
forfeited to the Crovm . * * * Violation of reguln.tions is punishable by a 
fine not exceeding $500, and anyone t arapering vri th l abels must pay a set fine 
of ~noo. Inspectors or constables may apprehend offenders, ~~d the certificate 
of an i nspector o:r any mark applied under the act is accepted as evidence in 
the case. Dealer3 are liable for handling misbranded products. * * * * 
The success with which this system functions proves that enforcea-
bility is not an unsurmountable obstacle. 
l. Correlation with ft~erican Economic Philosophy. 
Opposition t o grading does not mean that you intend to deceive any:. 
more than opposition to censbrship would mean that you intended to disclos e 
secrets, and many have seriously opposed the grading movement on the basis 
co"~'i 
that it is i mpati.ble with the American economic philosophy. 
It 
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In the f irs t place, they claim that it builds a bureaucracy, in-
creasing the number of government employees, t heir salaries , and conse-
quently taxes, although t hey forget that one of the biggest wastes in our 
economic system is consumer indecis ion. They say that grading would make 
t he government even more unwieldly and inefficient, claiming t hat it should 
instead merel y assLUne responsibility for the program, letting the industry, 
with the assistance of government agencies, carry it out. Of course , t hat 
is what has been planned. 
Secondly, they point to the regimentation of the people and 
suggest t hat proponents of t he plan examine the Europea...'>l system where 
people are confu~:ed and standardized. They enj oy a low standard of living 
and are gl ad to get to a land of freedom. ~tandards stif le incentive, lead 
to stagnation, ru1d have a degrading effect. Grading is static, whereas our 
economy is dynamic and flexible. Individualism has made our cm.mtr y great, 
and our branding system represents an extensive grading s ys tem which in it-
self is sufficient. People are proud of t heir ovm selections and do not 
want to change t ':1eir buying habits. 
Finally, business men w~nt to improve the present economic pattern, 
but do not wish to change it such that regulation of production and con-
sumption might ultimately result. They say that grading rids business of 
its rightful possessions trade mar ks . and i mplies that no one except 
government officials can be trusted l Advocates of the movement seem to be 
giving way to l abor, but this i s merel y becaus e l abor had taken the consumers' 
side. 
Now, the introduction of public schools and parcel pos t hz~s not 
spelled doom for our present economic system. Graders have been called 
socialists , but t he goverrunent woL~d have no control over kinds, quantity, 
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and quality of pr~ducts nor over production in general. They have been 
called conununists , but grading i mplies no business grouping, pooling, or 
sharing, and individual freedom is fostered. 
Freedom of enterprise i mplies freedom for ea ch individual to em-
ploy himself and his property in any line of production he cares to enter *' 
but it is limited by economic conditions , the rights of other li1dividuals, 
the prohibition of a cts injuriou s to the public, etc. It is accompa.YJ.ied 
by freedom of corr.peti tion, in v1hich prices are determined 11 by the free 
i nterpl ay of buyers and sellers in the market. 11 * :;r Now the eli111.ina tion of 
fraud, adulter a tion, and double tal~ as an a i d t o honest merchandi zing and 
as an assurance of fair market conditions is the dut y of the governing body, 
an d can well be partie~ly performed through grading regul ations. Similar,iJ-y, 
a fre el y f unctioning market depends upon free consmner choice and persu a sion , 
w]1.ich is more eff ective i f buyers are well informed . Otherwi se, they buy by 
g~ _ess, and the best goods may not become leaders , such t ha t our economy is 
undermined. Everyone believes in ~ standards, and the depression, etc. 
showed that unqu alified l aissez-faire we.s not necessarily democratic. 
Surely a welcome should be a ccorded grade l a belling when it is able to a ssure 
an evenly balanc·:ld market and business freedom, for t hese in turn form the 
fo·undation upon ·:rhich the lunerican consumers' high standard of living is 
built. 
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CH. VII - .APPLICAE,ILITY OF 'rHE CANADI.A.N EXPERIEN CE TO 'PI-IE iiJviERIC..I\1~ 
S1TUATION AND CONCLUSION. 
From the preceding chapters , the conclusion may be dral'm. that al-
though it has i ti:: drawbacks , grade l abelling is desirable and has fu.."lctioned 
very satisfactorily LTJ. Canada . However, one must be more hesitant in ad-
mi tting that grade l abelling can be as eff ectively introduced and adminis-
tered in the Unil:.ed States , for conditions which differenti ate the two 
.American neighbors are sufficient to disallow many of the arguments for qua-
lity specifications which have been supported in light of Canadi an exper-
ience. 
The Cru~adian economy itself provides a different environment in 
which grade labelling functions . Over t wo-thirds of Canada's national in-
come depends upon her production of primar y goods, which are chi efly staples 
and usually standardized, and Canadi an quality markings have had to uphol d 
their fine reputation in the export mar ket, for the l a t t er is indeed i~-
portant to Canadian business and thence to t he Canadian consumer. Hence 
standar dization has long been a by-word in the market and was quickly ac-
cepted at the ccns~mer level. Also each type of product is grofm in fewer 
regions than in the United States, and perhaps fewer varieties need to be 
accounted for in dra·wing up standards, which are therefore less confus ing. 
Produeers are smaller, and they do not advertise as extensively as 
Ameri can firms because of smaller budgets and l ack of appr opriate media. 
They are also l oss numerous , end it is not only easier, therefore , to reach 
agreement and gain coopel~ation , but also less difficult to arrange inspection. 
Thirm_y, the population i s smaller and hence more easily and 
quickly educated. More chance is afforded for consumers t o maintain a dir~.t 
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contact with primary or intermediate sources of supply, and thus accumulate 
l~lpful purchasing knowlege. They may also feel closer to government offi¢-
eials , and the re::ultant t wo-way excha..7lge of information is indeed helpful. 
Finall~', Canadians have . perhaps a more direct control over t heir 
government. Administration i s not unduly complicated by numerous govern-
ment levels and off icial agencies, and flexibility may therefore be more 
easily maintained . The people need not fear disastrous executive orders , 
for the C~7ladian cabinet is directly responsible to the voters. Some stm1-
dar dization processes ~7ld administration are of local concern and shoul d be 
handled by a goverrunent which is closer to actual conclitions .and opinions. 
Thus provincial and state bodies are responsible for much grading legis-
lation and enfor cement , and integration of such programs is easier in 
Can ada, vvith ter. provinces , than in the United States , which i s composed of 
forty-eight states. Lastly, and of great significance, is the fact that 
Canadian lobbyiBts are far less numerous and powerful than those in Wash-
ington. 
Of co·rrse, the basic question concerns the ultimate position of 
bus iness concerns and consumers , and it is obvious from the foregoing de-
bate that grading will assist both groups in a mutually beneficial manner 
such t hat in t he end more efficient production and distribution and a hi gher 
standard of li•~ng will result. Nevertheless, this does not me~7l that other 
proposed systents are of little consequence. Allusions have been made earl-
ier in this study to the rapi d progress which is being made vvi th regards to 
informa tive l abelling, consumer education, etc., and there i s every indica-
tion that a cornbination of these methods would find ultimate success in the 
United States ;3imilar to that achieved under msndatory grade l abelling in 
Canada. 
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